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ABSTRACT

Water and Culture: Visualising Dissolution and Control,
Exploring Water as Imagery, Matter and Medium.
The idea of water – all-pervading and essential, fearsome yet controllable –
has driven my studio-based research. What are the meanings of water in
the contemporary world? How could I explore this motif using water as
imagery, matter and medium referencing the painting traditions of Asia and
the West?
This research explores in visual form the idea that water is analogous to the
flow of cultures around the globe. The resulting paintings evolved from a
sense of loss and precariousness counterbalanced by an appreciation of
the deep symbolism of water’s necessity to life on earth. Focusing on Asian
landscape painting traditions, cross-fertilised with Modernist Western
abstraction, I elaborate on the cultural connectivity between East and West
through various artists’ work. In the integration of imagery and process, my
work reflects on water and fluidity as metaphors for cultural connectedness
and it is contextualised by tracing these confluences across history and
societies. In this sense, Water and Culture offers a new channel for
speculative thought on the subject of water and art.

The project developed from observation and research into water
containment structures such as locks, dams and canals in China and
Europe. This research acknowledges the political and social ramifications
that ensue when control over this precious resource conflicts with
community and cultural heritage.
Influenced by the cross-cultural exchanges between Asian art and
philosophy and Western art traditions and practices, the resulting body of
work utilises artists’ water-based materials and technologies from both East
and West to bring new perspectives to the poetics of abstraction. This takes
the form of a body of drawings and paintings, predominantly on paper,
which actively explore water as imagery, agent and as a vehicle for
extensive process-driven experimentation.
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WATER AND CULTURE: INTRODUCTION
Keywords: Hydrosphere, Culture, Shanshui, (Mountain / Water) Q’i, (Life force)
Fluidity, Solidity, Discrepant, Hybrid.

Dreaming by the river, I dedicated my imagination to water, to clear, green
water, the water that makes the meadows green. I cannot sit beside a stream
without falling into a profound reverie, without picturing my youthful
happiness… It does not have to be the stream at home, water from home.
The nameless waters know all of my secrets. The same memory flows from
all fountains.1

AIMS AND CONTEXT
What are the meanings of water in the contemporary world? How could I explore this
motif using water as image, matter and medium, referencing painting traditions from
Asia and the West? This thesis explores the poetics of water and the proposition that
water’s circulation is analogous to the flow of cultures around the globe.

The aim of this practice-led research has been to produce a body of work on the
subject of water and art, via the visual language of painting, exploring the formal
qualities and cultural conventions of Asian and Western traditions. As an artist, I
consider the implications and potential of cross-cultural influence in relation to
contemporary art practice.

This exegesis documents my approach to this research project, as a
phenomenological exploration via painting of the poetic and metaphoric themes
inherent in the nature of water: its flow, inundation, circulation, and containment. I
investigate the binary relationship of fluidity and solidity with references to Chinese
painting and Western Abstract Expressionism, our cultural conceptions of water and
the current global movements concerning threatened ecologies. Central to my
research are my descriptions of the ways in which I have used water-based materials
and processes to model these ideas in the studio.

1

Gaston Bachelard, Water and Dreams: An Essay on the Imagination of Matter (Dallas, Texas:
Pegasus Foundation, 1983), 8. Originally published Paris, 1942.

The idea of the hydrosphere as a closed system whereby water, like energy, is
neither lost nor gained but keeps moving across and around the Earth is an apt
metaphor for the circulation and exchanges between cultures, ecologies and
philosophies that bind us all together, notwithstanding the fact that we are 60 percent
water ourselves; that we are also bodies of water:

In this watery web, we are all downstream from one another- as individuals
and species, at biological, geological, and semiotic levels- and we all have
responsibility for the well-being of the commons. But as bodies both molar
and molecular, we have power not only to contaminate and contain, but to
nourish and proliferate as well. We all hold the potential, folded within our own
watery flesh, to cultivate our common renewal.2

Most of the Earth’s water is saline and only 3 percent is potable for humans. With this
small amount of fresh water we design and mimic nature to ensure we have enough
for survival. We create a metabolism that is fluid but contained and directed to enable
us to live in a range of environments including complex cities.3 We design dams, lock
systems, canals and reservoirs to distribute water and have been doing so for
centuries. We play with water by designing and creating fountains where the
cascading water is carefully orchestrated to glisten as it smoothly hugs the surface
beneath (laminar flow) while in other places the slightest disturbance causes it to mix
with the air and become frothy white splashes (turbulent flow).4

In situating my investigation between the making of art, hydrology and the
philosophies of the largely Christian West and the predominantly Buddhist East, I
have entered new territory.5 Having been raised in a Christian culture, I learned the
symbolism of water via Catholicism. However my doctorate-driven study of the
Shanshui landscape art of Buddhist Asian artists has been deeply influential.
2

Astrida Neimanis, “We Are All Bodies of Water,” in Water: Alphabet City No.14, ed.J. Knechtel, 91.
(Cambridge, MA and London: MIT Press, 2009).
3
Stephen Kenway, Managing the Water Needs of Future Australian Cities (ABC Radio National, April 5,
2015). http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/ockhamsrazor/managing-the-water-needs-offuture-australian-cities/6362618 (accessed April 12, 2015).
4
Marilyn Symmes, ed., Fountains: Splash and Spectacle: Water and Design from the Renaissance to
the Present (New York: Thames & Hudson in association with Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC, 1998),13.
5
I use Asia and the East to refer to China, Japan, Korea, Vietnam and Taiwan. The West refers to
Europe, North America, Australia and New Zealand.
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Because of its crucial importance to human life, the rich symbolic meanings attached
to water are readily comprehended across most human cultures and religions.
In the course of this research I found it helpful to focus on a series of narratives and
metaphors whilst making and thinking through my materials. According to Ross
Gibson, this type of research requires an artist/researcher to be both ‘inside’ and
‘outside’ the ‘unfolding phenomena’ at the same time.

The experimenter goes consciously and interrogatively into and then out of an
experience, knowing it somewhat by immersion and then somewhat by
exertion and reflection.6

I found that I needed total immersion in the processes of making and could think
about it and record with language and photography as I paused between processes. I
favoured the metaphor of a chain of ponds as one way of describing a sort of
gravitational feed between the series of works produced, which still remained
differentiated from each other. Though this does not mean that they flowed in one
direction, I often found myself reprising ideas to continue an experiment or to make
the result more satisfying.

This investigation led to several bodies of work made through the agency of water.
Both Asian and Western water-based materials were used to experiment with the
freeform stain or wash, various grid structures, and layering of imagery using stencils,
inks and resists, and paints.

In formulating my project I was curious about ways in which Asian artists living in the
West since World War Two have been influenced to hybridize their practices,
adopting and adapting international Modernist principles. In the chapters that follow I
compare their works with those produced by Western artists who have sought the
influence of Asian philosophy (Tao and Zen) on their lives and work. I consider this
contextual research as potentially enlarging and enriching a global perspective and
understanding of how cultures intermingle, expressed through contemporary art
practice.

6

Ross Gibson, “The Known World”, TEXT, Special Issue no.8 (October 2010).
http://textjournal.com.au/speciss/issue 8/Gibson.pdf (accessed October 3 2015).
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In Chapter One ‘Looking East’,7 I explain the beginnings of my research with the
particular focus on the ancient canal running 1800 kilometres from Hangzhou to
Beijing and its modern refurbishment as a state-endorsed project and a World
Heritage site.
During a residency at the Redgate Gallery Residency8 program in Beijing in April
2011, I became aware of the Grand Canal in China9 and subsequently visited three
main cities on the canal; Beijing, Suzhou and lastly Hangzhou, the site of a new
museum devoted to the history of the construction and the cultural importance of this
enormous ancient waterway. I saw the canal as a thread of cultural history and a
metaphor for a much larger set of issues around hydrology and development in
contemporary societies. I photographed and filmed the waterway and have used
these images as references in my work. Field trip research has been very important
in shaping my perception of this project and it has led to shifts within the studio
practice along the way.

In Chapter Two ‘Water as Subject and Matter,’ I examine the art of Chinese/American
artist and writer10 Mu Xin (1928-2011), a contemporary practitioner influenced by the
West (see appendix 1). I selected him for study alongside the American artist, Pat
Steir11, (1940-) who was influenced by Japanese woodcuts and Chinese painting, to
serve as bookends to the bulk of my practice-led research (see appendix 2). Both
artists created water-based paintings, and utilized the action of fluids to make their
images. Both refer to ‘paintings that make themselves’ and both refer obliquely to a
narrative, poetic driver through their titles, for example, Mu Xin’s Ancient
Fountainhead of the Yellow River (fig. 1) and Pat Steir’s Sixteen Waterfalls of
Dreams, Memories, and Sentiment (see fig. 2)

7

Borrowed title from John Stomberg, Looking East: Brice Marden, Michael Mazur, Pat Steir, (Seattle
and London: University of Washington Press, 2002). Related exhibition, Boston University Art Gallery,
January 18-February 24, 2002.
8
Redgate Gallery, Beijing conducts a residency program in Beigao and Beijing city.
http://redgategallery.com/residency (accessed January 2011).
9
http://www.chinapage.com/water/canal-project.html
10
Alexandra Munroe, and others,The Art of Mu Xin: Landscape Paintings and Prison Notes, (New
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2002). Related exhibition, Yale University Art Gallery, October 2December 9, 2001 and David and Alfred Smart Museum of Art, University of Chicago, January 24-31
March 2002.
11

Thomas McEvilley, Pat Steir (New York: Harry N Abrams, Inc., New York, 1995).
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Alexandra Munroe’s writings on Mu Xin, influenced me early on in developing
textured and layered surfaces using traditional Asian painting materials. Mu Xin’s
small paintings on paper are monochrome ink wash and illustrate both a traditional
Chinese painter’s sensitivity to controlled use of colour, texture and washes while at
times incorporating a Western approach to pictorial space.
Interviewed by Munroe,12 Mu Xin declares he was influenced by Western art,
including the drawings of Leonardo Da Vinci and the Surrealist works of Max Ernst.
This is evident in Mu Xin’s decalcomania painting Half Thousand Li of the Rou River
1979 (see fig. 1, Appendix 1).

Thus I consider his paintings as a hybrid of Eastern and Western landscape painting
conventions. Mu Xin eliminates visible brushstrokes and the traditional areas of blank
white paper. His paintings are comprised of mezzotint-like, moody blacks, using
Western horizon-based perspectives resulting in atmospheric, epic landscapes. The
process by which they were made is not apparent in reproductions despite the fact
that these are almost actual size. However, the originals were strikingly rich when I
saw them at Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven, Connecticut, in 2014.

My exploration via studio practice of this hybrid arena has led me to discover a
significantly wider range of cross-influences over the later twentieth and early twentyfirst centuries.

12

Alexandra Munroe, “Palimpsest: Nearby Mu Xin”, in Munroe and others, The Art of Mu Xin, 9-17
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Fig. 1. Mu Xin (Chinese, 1927-2011), Ancient Fountainhead of the Yellow River, 1977–79.

Fig. 2. Pat Steir, Sixteen Waterfalls of Dreams, Memories and Sentiment, 1991

PHILOSOPHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
My philosophical approach is phenomenological13 in that, through my working
process, I explore the direct ‘felt’ experience of the work in a visual and bodily sense.
Also by combining Chinese materials and methods with known Western materials

13

http: //plato.stanford.edu/entries/phenomenology/#. Phenomenology is the study of structures of
consciousness as experienced from the first-person point of view. The central structure of an experience
is its intentionality, its being directed toward something, as it is an experience of or about some object.
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and techniques I create my own confluence of two rivers; metaphorically making a
connection between Eastern and Western cultures.

In the exegesis that follows, in conveying the scope of my subject and devising a
methodology for the project I considered the following perspectives.

I relate the choices of visual elements in my work to philosophical discussion of the
symbolism of water, including the ‘voice of water’ as elucidated by philosopher and
scientist, Gaston Bachelard.14 Thus this Introduction begins with his reflections on the
universality of water and the need for dream and conjecture as a way of being in the
world. His book Water and Dreams is the key point of reference for my imaginings
around water.

I also briefly consider the Rhizome model posited by Giles Deleuze and Felix
Guattari,15 borrowing an interpretation that extends into a metaphor of a body of water
continually finding its level and creating smooth space. This made sense to me and
connected with the Taoist belief of ‘do nothing’, or Wu Wei (non-action or letting
things take their natural course).16 It also resonated with the closed system of the
hydrosphere where water is never lost or created - it simply moves to another place
through changing states with no beginning or end. Similar ideas are considered by
Australian artist Bonita Ely in her exploration of the influence of Taoism on Western
installation art.17 These concepts are further discussed in Chapter Two, ‘Water as
Subject and Matter’.
Bachelard’s idea of water as matter18 is also taken up by Paul Carter in his book
Material Thinking,19 which offers an intriguing scientific study of colloids20 and their

14

Bachelard, Water and Dreams, 187.
Giles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia-1980 (London,
Athlone Press, 1995). Originally published Paris, 1980).
16
New Oxford American Online Dictionary definition of Taoist (accessed March 17, 2015).
17
Bonita Ely, “Change and Continuity: The Influences of Taoist Philosophy and Cultural Practices on
Contemporary Art Practice” (PhD thesis, University of Western Sydney, 2009).
18
Bachelard, Water and Dreams,104.
19
Paul Carter, Material Thinking: The Theory and Practice of Creative Research Melbourne: Melbourne
University Press, 2004),189.
20
New Oxford American Online Dictionary definition of colloid: Homogeneous, noncrystalline substance
consisting of large molecules or ultramicroscopic particles of one substance dispersed through a second
substance. Colloids include gels, sols, and emulsions; the particles do not settle and cannot be
separated out by ordinary filtering or centrifuging like those in a suspension (accessed June 10, 2015).
15
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characteristics. As I used Chinese materials and methods in my practice to create the
effects of dissolution, movement of water and the violence of water, I found Carter’s
work valuable.
Significantly, David Clarke’s Water and Art21 was an apt and timely discovery as I
searched for historical evidence of these exchanges between Europe and Asia.
Particularly interesting was his focus on Asian artists and their use of water-based
techniques or performances with water, to create contemporary works especially in
China. His book was pertinent to my topic as was his 1988 PhD thesis.22

My initial research questions were:
Using water as image and matter, what can I bring as an artist to the
exploration of the Chinese tradition of Shanshui (landscape) painting and the
West’s development of abstraction?’

Both Eastern and Western artists have celebrated the 'accident' and the
unexpected as 'divine' (Leonardo23 and Shitao) so how might we compare and
contrast these two cultural approaches as regards their valuing of immediacy
and randomness?

In what ways does a change in art-making tools and supports reflect on the
essential differences in philosophies of different cultures?

My ink and screen-printed paintings are the result of an exploration of materials and
hybridized experimental processes new to me and thus exciting. As the work
progressed it became apparent that it hovered between several traditions: Western
21

D. J. Clarke, Water and Art: A Cross-cultural Study of Water as Subject and Medium in Modern and
Contemporary Artistic Practice (London: Reaktion Books, 2010).
22
David Clarke, “The Influence of Oriental Thought on Postwar American painting” (PhD thesis,
Courtauld Institute, 1988).
23
Edward MacCurdy Arranged and Translated in 1955 edition George Braziller N.Y. The Notebooks of
Leonardo Da Vinci, 873. (First published 1939). Digitized by the Internet Archive in 2012 Metropolitan
New York Library Council.
Under the heading ‘Precepts of the Painter’ A way to stimulate and arouse the mind to various
inventions, Leonardo states;
if you look at any walls spotted with various stains or with a mixture of different kinds of stones, if you are
about to invent some scene you will be able to see in it a resemblance to various different landscapes
adorned with mountains, rivers, rocks, trees, plains, wide valleys, and various groups of hills. You will
also be able to see divers combats and figures in quick movement, and strange expressions of faces,
and outlandish costumes, and an infinite number of things which you can then reduce into separate and
well conceived forms.
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and Eastern landscape painting, Modernist Western abstract expressionism, and
printmaking techniques incorporating photographic references, layering and stencilbased methods that originated in the East.

Harnessing philosophical, historical and environmental perspectives on water has
been a significant challenge in this project. I called it ‘gathering the waters’ to deepen
the scope or the pool of interrelationships. Sometimes I directed my investigation
toward ecological issues and the consequences of exploitation and ill-considered
decisions in controlling water. I asked:

How might a body of artwork reflecting specifically on China’s refurbishment
of its Grand Canal contribute new perspectives to the field of ecologicallydriven contemporary arts practice? 24

As an example of the environmental concerns of some contemporary artists I refer to
the Three Gorges Dam Project in China,25 which brought forth international criticism
of the environmental consequences up and downstream of this monumental water
management scheme. Chinese artists such as Yun-Fei Ji (1963-) have protested
against this development in their work. His hand scroll The Move of the Village Wen,
shown at the Sydney Biennale in 2012, demonstrated the impact of this enormous
dam project on local people. He used traditional ink and mineral colours in a long
handscroll that illustrated the imagined exodus under police watch of the people of
one particular village (see fig 3).

This massive engineering dam project on the Yangtze river did create benefits for
China in being able to supply the population with 700 megawatts of power without
using fossil fuels, thus preventing 50 million tones of coal being burnt and sending
carbon dioxide into the air, thus depleting the ozone layer.

The dam also provided relief from the annual flooding of the Yangtze, which used to
flush the waters downstream towards Shanghai situated at the mouth of this ancient

24

T Kenyon, Diary note, July 18, 2013.
Mara Hvistendhal, “China’s Three Gorges Dam: An Environmental Catastrophe?”, Scientific American,
March 25, 2008. http://www.scientificamerican.com (accessed April 5, 2015).
25
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river. But this process no longer happens and now the waters of Shanghai are
becoming saline as the sea encroaches further up the river mouth.

As time has gone on, some problems have become more evident from the alternating
release and control of extreme water levels. According to Beijing journalist Dai Qing,
the changes in saturation and pressure on the river banks, due to annually holding
back the flood waters, have caused more frequent landslides and earthquakes. The
mudslides are then remediated with the construction of retaining walls. The main
earthquake fault lines are deeper down but as saturation levels go deeper the
fissures will possibly create quakes in the future.

The dam was predicted to release seventy percent of silt it its planning stage but in
reality it is constantly being silted up and only releases thirty percent and currently
only ten percent of silt. So constant dredging has to clear the waterways for shipping.

The quality of the water in the dam is dubious and the pollution and collection of
rubbish on the river has become constant. These issues are not commented on by
the Chinese media, but Chinese artists such as Liu Xiaodong26 and Yun Fei-Ji chose
to document through painting, the relocation of over one million people and the
drowning of archeological and cultural heritage sites.

Yun-Fei Ji’s work demonstrates that younger contemporary Chinese artists were
consciously using the traditional painting methods to make a point about loss of
livelihood and culture. Yun-Fei Ji had visited the village sites near the project and
made drawings and took reference photos to assist in making his scrolls and other
paintings.27 (He travelled to New Orleans and documented the devastation of
Hurricane Katrina in similar ways.) Clearly representational and narrative-based, this
scroll was a background influence on my work as described in Chapter 5, Fluidity and
Precariousness.

26

Liu Xiaodong painted three major oils on canvas about the Three Gorges project between 2003-2005.
Yun-Fei Ji, Water Work (Hong Kong and Beijing: UCCA Books, 2012). Related exhibition, Ullens
Centre for Contemporary Art, Beijing, June 2-July 15, 2012
27
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Further, I discuss how the figurative imagery of William Kentridge in his drawing
World Walking on its Hind Legs, shown at ACMI28 in Melbourne in 2012, connected
with my approach. My adoption of the ‘iron-wire line’ to draw the piggyback rescuing
figures was based on these two contemporary artists. Like them, I employed
traditional methods – ink, brush and charcoal.

Fig. 3. Detail from Yun-Fei Ji, The Move of the Village Wen, 2008.

In Chapter Three, ‘Construction and Resistance’, having the narrative of the
refurbishment of the Grand Canal in mind, I consider the role of water architecture
such as canals, locks and bridges and their solid resistance to water. I describe how I
printed from a found, deeply scored wood panel to recall the gridded matrix of
bamboo scaffolding and construction. Using water-based ink, and mineral colours in
conjunction with resists, peach tree sap, alum water, Chinese resist paste, screen
printing paste, photostencils and cut paper stencils, I allude to the role of architecture
in resisting water.

This was counter-balanced by invoking the ephemeral through the use of water and
ink as loosely handled washes and monotypes, contrasting with the edges of resists.
I investigated devices used by Asian (born) artists who borrowed from the West,
adapting to contemporary trends.29 Conversely, I explored the devices used by
Western artists to open their art practice to the East.

28

William Kentridge, Five Themes, Australian Centre for the Moving Image (ACMI), Melbourne, March 8May 27, 2012. Viewed May 22, 2012.
29

Jeffrey Wechsler, ed., Asian Traditions, Modern Expressions: Asian American Artists and Abstraction,
1945-1970 (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1997).
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In Chapter Four, ‘Paintings that Make Themselves’, I draw on the insights of
Bachelard to reflect on the canal as an abject body of water, having slicks and
spillages of many substances over the centuries, staining its walls. I visualise the
palimpsest of evaporations accumulating and creating a sense of quiet movement,
industrial contaminations, sediment and mystery.

Fig. 4. The Grand Canal as it enters Beijing city with many overpasses for traffic and walkways for
bicycles and communities, 2011.

Fig. 5. Studio process: Ink bath with paper weighed down with stones to make a tidal mark evoking
contamination and sediment, April 2012.
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With the notion of ‘paintings that make themselves’ in my mind, I faced a fundamental
question:

How can I make a work that stands for the sense of something without
actually describing it?

One way to proceed was through the action of water itself. I sensed that the images I
had made so far were too complex. I wanted to strip back information or
representation towards a more abstract way of seeing and making.

To address this, I engaged in a series of experimental, time-based evaporation
drawings. Pat Steir’s work is a key influence in this particularly meditative path
towards abstraction.

In Chapter Five, ‘Fluidity and Precariousness’, I discuss the depiction of a group of
women piggybacked through floodwaters in an old Chinese painting, c1400, at the
Grand Canal Museum in Hangzhou. This image prompted me to consider fear of
water. Reflecting on Bachelard’s notion of being at war with ‘wicked water’,30 I use the
visual and oral reportage surrounding devastating water events to explore the danger
and overwhelming nature of water as a threat to human existence, an enemy that
human ingenuity continually seeks to tame and control. This circular relationship with
water is in constant negotiation; we are forever shoring up our defences against the
power of water but it manages to overwhelm us time and time again.

In 2012, two years after the residency in China, I embarked on a field trip to view the
Xangxi and Qianlong Emperor’s Southern Inspection Tour scrolls; especially those
featuring the Grand Canal. Three are held in the Metropolitan Museum in New York.
Unfortunately while I was in Los Angeles in transit, the calamitous storm surge of
Hurricane Sandy prevented my intended fieldwork in New York and Yale, New
Haven. This was an ironic twist that turned me away from my recent shift into
abstraction and returned me to a narrative and experiential approach.

During 2013 I collected news and pictorial documentation of Hurricane Sandy,
prioritising images of piggybacked rescues to connect with the ancient Chinese
30

Bachelard, Water and Dreams,15.
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painting in the Grand Canal Museum. I explored this imagery in European painting as
well and have used this research in the development of my exhibition ‘The Water
Rushed In…’

The universality of humans threatened by water became the basis for my use of the
Chinese iron-wire-line to illustrate, like Yun-Fei Ji, the plight of ordinary people during
floods and hurricanes.
I visited the Delta Museum31 in the Netherlands in 2013, to look at the lessons
learned from the storm surge and great flood in Northern Europe in 1953. News
footage from the Japanese Tsunami (2011) and the Brisbane floods (2011) have
contributed to my imagery recorded in Chapter Five, Fluidity and Precariousness.
More detailed illustrations of this reference material can be found in the visual diaries
for the exhibition.

Subsequently I proposed the exhibition ‘The Water rushed in…’ at Brenda May
Gallery as a way of melding this documentary evidence, narrative line-drawing and
ephemeral watery atmospherics. In this exhibition I sought to evoke a sense of fear
and uncertainty, and to generate empathy with the refugees from such cataclysmic
events. The term ‘Image as Abstraction’ coined by Bob Nickas32 is relevant to the
later development of this project and is explored in Chapter Six, ‘Abstraction and
Ornamentation’.

Having been ‘blown off course’ by the weather events of 2012-14 I returned to the
possibilities within abstraction. I discuss the influence of linear designs and paper cut
stencils, elaborating on the influence of Japanese art on my work via the exhibition,
Kamisaka Sekka: Dawn of Modern Japanese Design, at the Art Gallery of New South
Wales.33 I consider the stylization of natural forms in Japanese design as a kind of
abstraction that is inclusive of ornamentation, and I acknowledge the influence of
Japanese artists, Kamisaka Sekka, (1866-1942), Hokusai (1760-1849) and Hiroshige
(1797-1858) as well as Taro Yamamoto34. Contemporary Western artists, Philip
31

http://www.watersnoodmuseum.nl/NL/
Robert Nickas, Painting Abstraction: New Elements in Abstract Painting (London: Phaidon Press:
2009).
33
Kamisaka Sekka: Dawn of Modern Japanese Design, Art Gallery of NSW, June 22-August 26, 2012.
34
Tarõ Yamamoto, Fallen Petals on a White Line, 30cm x 2000cm. I was particularly influenced by this
work as it used the traditional handscroll format with installation techniques, 2010.
32
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Taaffe (1955-) and Emily Cheng (1963-) are discussed as borrowing or quoting
cross-cultural decorative elements, integrating Arabic and Asian elements with
Western traditions.

The idea of human-built infrastructure being eventually undone by nature is echoed in
Japanese photographer Shibata Toshio’s work (see fig. 6). His black-and-white
photographs of water descending over dam walls in the United States were a key
influence on the waterfall stencils that make part of the work discussed in Chapter
Five and Six. I viewed a more recent series of his original photographs at Gallery
Luisotti, Santa Monica on 9 October 2012.35 Shibata’s perspectival view of rushing
water over a cement surface is almost audible to me. It is a memory of lived
experience that adds this extra sense to viewing this shutter-click instant in time.

Through some hydrological research into catchment factors, I became aware of the
problem of wasted water through runoff. In large cities in particular, where the built
environment cannot absorb and retain rain-water, dangerous flash flooding can
occur. In visualizing this fast flowing water I developed linear patterns of water flowing
over shallow and hard surfaces. These images were the basis of the hand-cut
stencils printed and painted in a series of larger scale works.

Conclusion
The idea of water as matter – all pervading and essential - has driven my studiobased research. Within this project ideas of loss, threat and uncertainty are evoked
from a range of cultural perspectives, experiences and periods of history. In the
following chapters of this exegesis I elaborate on the ideas motivating my studio
research and those impulses prompted by the studio practices: the practical
experiments and fieldwork that have together generated the final body of work. This
has been an exploratory journey guided by the making process, and reflecting on
water as metaphor for cultural connectivity and its role as an indicator and circulator
of life on this planet. In this sense, Water and Culture offers a fresh channel for
speculative thought on the subject of water and art.

35

Shibata Toshio: Two Decades, Gallery Luisotti, Santa Monica, CA. September 8-November 3, 2012.
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Fig. 6. Shibata Toshio, #1878, MCA Chicago – Grand Coulee Dam Douglas County, WA, 1996.

Fig. 7. Studio process: Paper falls development using photostencils and hand cut paper stencils
screenprinted onto commercial machine made paper roll 305 x 95 cm, 2013.
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PART A

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROJECT

CHAPTER ONE: LOOKING EAST: FIELDWORK: CHINA AND THE USA
Keywords: Materiality, Confluence, Exchange, Abstract Expressionism.

Fig. 8. Studio process: Grinding ink on an ink stone in preparation for mono-printing on Xuan paper that
has been laid on a canvas stretcher, 2012.

INTRODUCTION
I travelled to Beijing in 2009 and 2011, at that time the centre of contemporary art in
China. Working within the Redgate Gallery residency program

36

I began to explore a

long-held fascination with Chinese and Asian art, seeking to achieve a new openness
and fresh insights into my art practice.

A sense of the ‘exotic’ flavoured my first impressions of China, but at the same time I
felt a strong affinity with the traditional Asian approach to art making. Investigating
other disciplines respectfully can provide new truths or knowledge and I hoped the
combination of lived experience, study and studio practice would be a springboard to
more self-reflective processes in creating my own work. Consequently, like many
before me I was interested in exploring the philosophy and sensibility evident in Asian
art, as well as the materiality and painting traditions that sprang from it.
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http://www.redgategallery.com/Artists/index.html. (accessed December 12, 2010).

While in Beijing I came into contact with contemporary Chinese art and artists and
was struck by a sense of sadness over the loss of traditions and the decimation of the
environment in the name of progress. I became aware of a level of anti-Western
sentiment and was intrigued by the Chinese bravura attitude to scale. The
development of abstraction utilising the traditional materials of Chinese painting is
relatively new according to Tony Scott who was the curator of China Art Projects in
2008. Hu Qinwu, (1969-) a contemporary artist that I met during my residency at
Beigao in 200937 is an artist who embraces Western materials but with an Eastern
aesthetic. He showed me how to use traditional alum water as a subtle resist on all
paper types.

Clearly some contemporary Chinese artists hold dearly to valuing and contemplating
beauty in nature, embracing ambiguity and remaining immersed in their traditions of
landscape painting.38 This was evident in the touring exhibition Ink Remix at
Canberra Museum and Art Gallery that included artists from mainland China, Taiwan
and Hong Kong.

Visiting the Shanghai Museum of Art in 2011, I sensed the breadth of the history of
Chinese painting and the key artists of each period. The long hand-scrolls of the Qing
Dynasty (1644-1911)39 particularly interested me as they exhibited the influence of
the West during the Qianlong Emperor’s reign (1736-1795)40, as well as describing
the Grand Canal and various flood alleviation schemes. These scrolls were
documents honoring the Emperor rather than expressions of feelings and poetry in
the classical tradition.41

37

I visited and discussed works on paper with Hu Qinwu through Australian artist, Jayne Dyer and
curator, Tony Scott, at Hu Qinwu’s studio near Beijing.
38
Peter Fischer, Ai Wei Wei, Uli Sigg, eds., Shanshui Poetry Without Sound? Landscape in Chinese
Contemporary Art, (Ostfildern, Germany: Hatje Cantz, 2011). Related exhibition, Museum of Art,
Lucerne, May 22-October 2, 2011.
See also Sophie McIntyre, curator, Ink Remix: Contemporary Art from Mainland China, Taiwan and
Hong Kong, Canberra Museum and Art Gallery, July 3-Oct 18, 2015.
39
Maxwell K. Hearn, "The Qing Dynasty (1644–1911): Painting”, in Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History.
(New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000).
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/qing_1/hd_qing_1.htm (accessed October 2003).
40
Ibid
41
http://www.learn.columbia.edu/nanxuntu/html/scroll_q4.html - Metropolitan Museum of Art Columbia
University Asia for Educators Program Visual Media Center (accessed April 23, 2014).
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A THREAD OF HISTORY: THE GRAND CANAL
With this project I aimed to explore confluences between East Asian and Western art.
My approach was informed by art historical research, but, more significantly, I
focused on adopting and adapting materials and processes in the studio, that brought
these two traditions into an effective exchange and synthesis. I prioritised visual
affect with a key focus on water as the agent in the making of these images, both
materially and thematically.

My initial question was:

Using water as image and matter, what can I, as an artist, bring to the
exploration of the Chinese tradition of Shanshui (Mountain Water or
landscape) painting and the West’s development of abstraction?

I narrowed my focus down to China’s Grand Canal, which provided a water-driven
narrative, and served as a conduit for my transition from the representation of
landscape to abstraction. Thus these themes, processes and concepts, referencing
historical artworks and industrial engineering, worked together to constitute my
project: a creative melding of two artistic traditions, Asian and European painting, with
two conflicting eco-political desires concerning water- conservation and distribution.

My preliminary research revealed that connections between Eastern and Western art
had begun in the mid-to late-seventeenth century. In the nineteenth century Manet
(1832-1883), Van Gogh (1853-1890), Whistler (1834-1903), Degas (1834-1917) and
Cassatt (1844-1917) were influenced by Japanese prints and had adopted the use of
negative space, flattening of forms and the approach to pictorial space, referencing
the woodcut techniques of Japanese artists of the eighteenth century. Utagawa
Hiroshiga (1797-1858) and Katsushika Hokusai (c1760-1849) were particularly
popular with their woodcuts and series 100 views of Mt Fuji and the Floating world of
Edo. ‘Japonisme’ was widespread in Europe and eventually made its way to the USA
via Ernest Francisco Fennelosa (1853-1908), who had lived in Japan, and Arthur
Wesley Dow (1857-1922), who designed art-teaching curricula based on Japanese
artistic ideas and elements at Columbia University’s Teachers College, New York.
Georgia O’Keefe refers to the influence of these courses on her early abstract works.
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I was aware that twentieth-century American abstract painters, including Helen
Frankenthaler (1928-2011), Brice Marden (1938-), Pat Steir (1940-), Michael Mazur,
(1935-2009), Cy Twombly (1928-2011) and Mark Tobey (1890-1976), acknowledged
and referred specifically to Asian art. While in Australia, Ian Fairweather, Margaret
Preston, Peter Upward, Graham Kuo and Sydney Ball were all influenced by Asian
philosophy and traditions. And Japanese traditions in the craft and applied arts have
been much admired and imitated throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
with many Western ceramicists and printmakers seeking tuition and finding
inspiration in post-war Japan.
In his book,42 Jeffrey Wechsler discusses the influence of Asian art on American
Abstract Expressionists and the reluctance of critics such as Clement Greenberg to
acknowledge obvious influences in the work of artists such as Mark Tobey, Ad
Reinhardt and Richard Pousette-Dart. Wechsler asserts that the nationalistic claim
that Abstract Expressionism was solely an American art movement ‘poisoned the
waters’ of a reasoned discussion of the important interaction between East and West
and mid-century painterly abstraction:

Qualities that are appreciated as ‘advanced’ in American Abstract
Expressionism have been applied for centuries in Eastern art: gestural
methods (for example, the ‘flung ink’ manner of sumi); frequent restriction of
colour range, often to only black and white, calligraphic imagery, free
linearism, and aggressive or rapid brushwork, highly asymmetrical
compositions, often with large areas of empty space, atmospheric or flat areas
of colour; a spontaneous approach to art-making that includes the acceptance
of accidental effects; and the notion of the act of painting as a self revelatory
event, psychically and somatically charged and implicitly linked to the artist’s
emotions.

Wechsler was concerned with Asian born artists who were resident in the West and
who wanted to find a modern international art language rather than be part of a
nationalist (American) movement. These artists were rarely included in exhibitions of
Abstract Expressionism in the USA and relegated to a special category of Asian
American artists.
42
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So I was curious about some art historical connections:
How did the cross-cultural influences in the traditions of painting begin
between the West and the ‘Oriental mode’?
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How might one compare the American Abstract Expressionists with Chinese
traditional painters and find evidence of cultural exchange or influence?

I chiefly explore Mu Xin’s work and Pat Steir’s painting as examples of cross-cultural
exchange and as direct influences on my work.

REFERENCES
For information on the Grand Canal and issues in China around water and culture
generally, I consulted books and online sources such as ANU’s China Heritage
Quarterly.44 For the traditional approaches to making art I was informed by The
Mustard Seed Garden Manual,45 Osvald Siren’s Chinese Painting: Leading Masters
and Principles (1879-1966),46 Li Dongxu’s Chinese Landscape Painting for
Beginners,47 David Clarke’s Water and Art: a Cross-cultural Study of Water as
Subject and Medium in Modern and Contemporary Artistic Practice,48 and D’ Arcy
Brown’s recording of his travels along the Grand Canal in 2011 in The Emperor’s
River.49 Bonita Ely’s thesis Change and Continuity: the Influences of Taoist
Philosophy and Cultural Practices on Contemporary Art Practice,50 J.O.P. Bland’s
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Houseboat Days in China,51 and the legend of Emperor Yu Tames the Floods
provided other helpful perspectives.52

A DAY ON THE GRAND CANAL
In 1973 British artist David Hockney filmed the unrolling of two hand scrolls, depicting
two Emperor’s Southern Inspection Tours along the Grand Canal. This film, A Day on
the Grand Canal with the Emperor of China or Surface is Illusion but so is Depth, by
Philip Haas and David Hockney, illustrates Hockney’s interest in the Chinese
approach to the depiction of space and ways of creating and viewing a narrative
through the use of descriptive line and restricted mineral colours on hand scrolls.53

When I first saw this film in 1975, little did I imagine that four decades later I would be
enjoying it with an added interest. Hockney’s puckish enthusiasm and admiration of
the skill of the artists are infectious. He compares formal elements such as colour,
perspective and spatial devices as he moves along, unrolling the hand scroll. This
was the first time I had heard a comparison of Eastern and Western practices in
painting clearly articulated. Comparing the scrolls to Canaletto’s 1763 painting of the
San Marco Plaza in Venice, Hockney describes the differences between Western
single-point perspective and Chinese traditional multiple viewpoints and methods of
depicting space.
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Fig. 9 Wang Hui (1632-1717), The Kangxi Emperor’s Southern Inspection Tour, Scroll Three: Ji’nan to
Mt Tai (Detail) datable to 1698. Note the variable vanishing points and the restricted but intense colours
and lively figures.

Hockney is attracted to the liveliness and multiple views of the handscroll by Wang
Hui, (1632-1717), depicting the Kangxi Emperor’s Southern Inspection Tour in 1689,
(see fig. 9). He compares it with the later scroll by Xu Yang (active c1750-after 1776),
who documented the Qianlong Emperor’s inspection of the Grand Canal and the
flood alleviation works in 1751 (see fig. 10, as viewed at the Metropolitan Museum in
New York 2014).
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Fig. 10. Xu Yang, The Qianlong Emperor’s Southern Inspection Tour, Scroll Six: Entering Suzhou along
the Grand Canal, dated 1770.

Wang Hui’s and Xu Yang’s54 scrolls were painted seventy years apart. Xu Yang’s
scroll was completed seven decades after the Kangxi scroll Number Three and
depicts the journey along the Grand Canal to Suzhou. Note the tighter architectural
composition and less intense colour. Hockney points out that the second scroll was
made after contact with European Jesuit artists who taught single-point perspective.
He prefers the older scroll for its liveliness and ability to show daily life in a more
detailed way using the range of points of view of Chinese traditional painting. He
suggests that the later scrolls55 represent a change in the old order; a loss of
something refined and distinctive.

These commissioned scrolls epitomise the illustrative and documentary use of this
format with the physical unrolling of the hand scroll allowing the viewer to see the
landscape from a shifting vantage point, with no horizontal edges. Hockney points
this out in his film; he allows us to view the scrolls and make comparisons between
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them and the Canaletto (1697-1768) Capriccio hanging behind him. At the same time
he is himself framed by the camera as he gradually unfolds his own narrative.

Hockney thus describes the three ways of seeing: the Canaletto, as if through a
window using Western single point perspective, the Kangxi scroll with no edges and
variable points of view, and the frame of the movie camera itself, which selects what
the viewer can see. He ponders on future developments of cameras and this interest
points to his own subsequent innovations with nine video cameras mounted on both
sides of a moving SUV to create his recent work, which I viewed at Pace Gallery in
New York in 201456. He states in his press release that he realised that multiple,
smaller cameras could create a bigger, more complete picture than the conventional,
single, large camera.

I wondered if Hockney’s 1973 analysis of the Emperor’s Southern Inspection Tours
initiated his interest in making work with technological devices such as Polaroid
cameras, computers, fax machines, and recently the Iphone, Ipad, and video.

Hockney has also been of interest to me, not only because of his concern with spatial
effects and devices but also because he made many paintings with water as the key
element. His turquoise, sunlit pools in the California based works of the 1960s57
evoke sensuousness and optimism.

The idea of the painterly journey utilising many viewpoints struck me as a means of
incorporating my journeys to Beijing, Shanghai, Suzhou and Hangzhou in 2011 and
New York in 2014 into my project, thus broadening my perspective and re-visioning
water as my subject.
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Fig. 11. Therese Kenyon, “Lock on the Grand Canal”, Life on the Grand Canal series, 2011.

Fig. 12. Therese Kenyon, “Tsunami”, Life on the Grand Canal series, 2011.

Fig. 13. Therese Kenyon, “Bridge on the Grand Canal, Hangzhou”, Life on the Grand Canal series, 2011
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Fig. 14. Therese Kenyon, “Grand Canal Beijing”, Life on the Grand Canal series, 2011.

The ink and mineral colour paintings I made of the Grand Canal illustrate my first
investigations of the possibilities of ‘watery fusion’ (see figs, 11-14 Life on the Canal).
I used the horizontal format, that is, the standard sheet of mulberry paper 138 x
70cm, to evoke a journey, but still employing single point perspective based on my
own photographic records of Beijing and Hangzhou and images captured in the
Grand Canal Museum at Hangzhou. I was experimenting with absorbency of the
paper, the tonal strength of inks and mineral colours as well as gestural brushwork to
begin my study.

THE GRAND CANAL – FIELD STUDIES 2011
During the Redgate residency I decided to physically encounter the Grand Canal at
the Beijing source and research its history and how much of it remained. The storage
of water at the Summer Palace in Beijing was the northern-most point of the Grand
Canal, fed by a fresh north-western source. A bronze bust stands dedicated to Guo
Shoujing the engineer responsible for the Beijing end of the Grand Canal. I caught
the train from Bei Gao on the outskirts of Beijing to find the sculpted dragons situated
on both sides of the bridge at Houhai near the Forbidden City.

Wanning Bridge at Houhai is still accompanied by sculpted taotie – mythical
beasts famed for their appetite, stationed there to consume the floodwaters.
The municipal government is restoring the canal between Houhai and
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Beiheyan Lu, bringing the blood of old Beijing one beat closer to stirring into
life…’ 58

Successfully finding the taoti in Beijing and later in Hangzhou was in itself a satisfying
experience that symbolized the ‘topping and tailing’ of the Grand Canal in those two
great cities.

Fig. 15. The Taoti or flood-consuming dragons keeping Beijing safe. There were four sculpted dragons
in Beijing LHS, and four more at the Southern end of the canal in Hangzhou, RHS.

The Hangzhou Grand Canal Museum provided me with maps and a chronology of the
canal. The collection also indicated important cultural sites along the waterway. The
museum was built to encourage a national audience to value the innovation and
engineering skill of the ancient Chinese while conserving an historical and cultural
relic. The canal stands as an industrial artifact, still functional, representing a long,
useful and yet threatened life. It embodies a richness of history and visual beauty,
captured in old paintings that resonate today. Construction began in the sixth century,
continuing over hundreds of years, and its progress was just as political as today’s
massive water projects. The twelfth century Manchu Dynasty saw the canal linked to
northern rivers and extended to the new capital Beijing, becoming part of the water
reserve around the Summer Palace.

The displays in the museum resemble film sets. The materials used to simulate water
with light effects and the half-scale models of canal craft, as well as small replicas of
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all types of watercraft, enhance the museum’s appeal and accessibility to a largely
Chinese audience. I was intrigued by the enlarged reproductions of silk paintings,
documents and photography tracing the history of the canal.

In 2011 an exhibition of contemporary Chinese art, Shanshui Poetry without Sound?
was mounted in Lucerne, Switzerland. The young artists involved clearly reference
traditional Chinese landscape painting or Shanshui (mountain water): they are
combining new technologies and old techniques to acknowledge traditions once
frowned upon in modern China.59 Here, Minyuan Hu compares the motivation of
Western art to Eastern traditional landscape painting echoing the earlier observations
of Hockney:

Linear perspective, by assuming a fixed position of the viewer, unifies space
in a calculated rationale. The goal is to convince.
The human eyes, however, naturally move about, and it is not through
mathematical calculation that space is naturally perceived. The shanshui
space, intuitively grasped rather than deductively constructed, is in a way
loyal to optical truth. And there are as many ways of representing space, as
there are ways to be true.60
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Fig. 16. An empty coal barge about to sail under the triple-arched, Ming Dynasty, Gongchen Bridge,
Hangzhou, 2011.

The narrative of the Grand Canal today links art and the environment. Its
conservation and refurbishment highlights the current water crisis in China and the
contested arenas of supply, guaranteed purity, conservation and future management.
The current efforts to re-connect it once more to the Northern section61 are timely. In
gathering oral histories about the water situation in Beijing, journalist and activist Dai
Qing (1941-) interviewed elderly people who remember the fresh sweet streams west
of Beijing and the ancient wells that were once part of the city’s water supply. This
has all gone and there is dismay at the loss.62

China's attitude to its history and the environment is less than caring according to
journalist Jonathon Watts in When a Billion Chinese Jump.63 The nation’s penchant
for demolishing the past to create a future for its millions of people persists and it is
only now that environmentalists, historians and archaeologists trained elsewhere are
having an impact on the future conservation and management of the environment.64
61
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This explains why the reconstruction of the Grand Canal, as part of the South to
North Water Diversion Project, became my focus for a narrative journey: this
conservation project was evidence that some sections of the Chinese government did
care about the future of this once-major connector and unifier of China’s regions. The
Chinese State Administration of Cultural Heritage submitted an application to
UNESCO on March 28, 2008 proposing that the Grand Canal deserved the same
world heritage status as the Great Wall of China.65

However, the criteria for listing the canal as a world heritage site attracted questions
as to its maintenance as an unpolluted waterway still supplying water to the Northern
part of China. The desire to regain lost cultural assets and create tourism
opportunities along the canal is also a key focus for the authorities, but in this drive
they must contend with the prevalence of factories and building sites, the effects of
non-compliance with environmental rulings, and the fact that penalties and fees are
often not applied by local governments. Since the application was lodged with
UNESCO in 2008 it has been assessed and added to the World Heritage List in
2014.66

This application expresses a different attitude to heritage than during the devastating
Cultural Revolution from 1966-76 that targeted the ‘Four Olds’ - old habits, manners,
customs and culture in order to bring education, philosophy, art and literature into line
with Communist ideology. Anything that was suspected of being from the traditions of
the literati, the bourgeoisie or anti-revolutionist – (‘revisionist’) was to be destroyed by
the Red Guards. This gives a context as to why artists such as Mu Xin who were
influenced by European and Western art were imprisoned, sentenced to hard labour
and placed under house arrest during this period. It also explains why so many
artists jettisoned traditional ink painting, Taoist philosophy and poetry, unless they
could somehow integrate communist ideology and activities into their work. The style
described as Socialist Realism, borrowed from Soviet Russia, became the accepted
form of art as it was seen to honour the workers and reflect positively on the aims of
the Communist Party.
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The paintings I made at this point in 2011 utilised grid like structures to refer to
chaotic redevelopment, while the underpainting in Chinese red represented the loss
of something remembered and beautiful. In this series I worked on paper laid over
canvas as well as Japanese Hitachi paper.(see figs 55 and 56 in Chapter Three:
Construction and Resistance).

Again inspired by Bachelard, I became absorbed in the idea of the canal being ‘heavy
water’, quiet and slithering that contained the lives of the men who built it, sacrificed
for the hubris of emperors.

And when the end comes, when the shadows are in our hearts and souls,
when our loved ones have left us and all the joyous suns have deserted the
earth, then the ebony river, swollen with shadows, heavy with regrets and with
dark remorse, will begin its slow and secret life. Now it is the ‘element’ which
remembers the dead….
What becomes richer becomes heavier. This water, enriched by so many
reflections and so many shadows is a ‘heavy water.67’
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Bachelard, Water and Dreams, 56.
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Fig. 17. The contemporary Grand Canal, Beijing, 2011.

Today, the mists, rain clouds and canal waters, although murky and polluted, can still
look romantic and pleasing, giving enjoyment to the people who live alongside the
waterway. This was particularly evident in Suzhou and Hangzhou. It was only in the
lead-up to the Olympic Games in 2008 that the Grand Canal was refurbished in
Beijing. While it is now criss-crossed with bridges connecting highways, you can still
walk alongside it.

The use of the grid in my work to describe reconstruction derives from my response
to this period of modern Chinese history. There remains an aspect of documentation
in this work with a sense of loss, and layering or papering over the past. This second
series of works on both canvas and paper was descriptive of an unruly push to
prosperity at any cost. There are no figures in these works but there is evidence of
the work of people. (See Chapter Three ‘Construction and Resistance’)

Later, my paintings became more abstract as I learned more from the traditional
painters. The use of the white void came from painters such as Shitao (1642-1707),
who departed from the painting manuals to introduce wet-in-wet techniques and fluid
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spatial effects. He chose to leave a blank area of cloud or mist that would provide a
time and space lapse between passages of imagery or poems expressing the
feelings of the artist.

This set in motion a series of nocturnes along the imagined canal; dark ink flows and
linear surface patterns of water interrupted by a sedimentary build-up of gouache
referencing architectural structures. In Fig. 18, I used white gouache to provide the
sediment and flocculation on the highly textured Australian-made Blue Lake paper,
600gsm.

Fig. 18. Therese Kenyon, Mist over the Grand Canal, ink and gouache on paper, 2011.

Milky white gouache at various densities has become the residual fluid that defines
the flow of water/paint in my work. It is often mixed with printing paste to screen print
an image onto a layer of film or Xuan paper. To achieve a sense of architectural
interruptions, the gridded printed image creates the ground on which the flow of paint/
ink can move, saturate, and dry, becoming a visual record of that flow. Black ink,
which is thinner, provides the darks and shadowy greys, whereas the whites imply
mists, fogs, weathers, space, time and mystery.
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Fig. 19. Shitao ‘Rainstorm’, in Landscapes, Figures and Flowers 1699.

Fig. 20. Studio process: Rolling a layer of drafting film over the Tsunami image in the series ‘Life on the
Canal’. This exercise followed a realisation that the watercolour images had retained their immediacy on
the reverse side and that the linear design of mist on the overlay helped unify the drawing underneath.
However, there was some sacrifice of the intensity of tone, colour texture of the Xuan paper. Later I
printed the mist image directly onto the Xuan watercolour painting itself (see fig. 11 above) 2013.
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Fig. 21. Viewing scrolls on a field trip to the Metropolitan Museum, New York, November 28, 2014.
Wang Hui, The Kangxi Emperor’s Southern Inspection Tour, Scroll Three: Ji’nan to Mt Tai, datable to
1698.

Fig. 22. Detail from Wang Hui, The Kangxi Emperor’s Southern Inspection Tour, Scroll Three: Ji’nan to
Mt Tai, datable to 1698, noting the bands of mist throughout the length of the painted silk handscroll.
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CONCLUSION
This chapter, ‘Looking East’, documents the field studies that provided the initial
impetus to research Chinese painting, to ask key questions about cultural exchange
and to compare the painting methodologies of Asia and the West. This Chinese
fieldwork also brings into focus environmental issues around the consequences of
rushed urban development and the impact of massive water diversion projects on
populations.

By using an historically important canal in China to illustrate a sense of
precariousness, based on lost culture, I aim to show a sense of change, uncertainty
and the shifting realities that permeate our lives today.

The history of the canal, how it was pictured and used for control of water provided a
theme and stimulus for my exploration of different painting methods and devices.
David Hockney’s 1973 film on the subject highlighted the differences in approach to
pictorial space in Asian and Western painting.

Bachelard’s notion of creating ‘voices of water’ with words seemed to resonate with
the work of the literati artists of China where painting and language were intertwined.
Bachelard channels the poet Edgar Allen Poe in writing open to feeling and emotion,
immersed in the themes and material properties of water.

In the next chapter ‘Water as Subject and Matter’ I refer to the main influences on my
thinking and practice, from Leonardo Da Vinci’s water and deluge drawings to Pat
Steir’s waterfalls.

I have provided two appendices on Mu Xin (Appendix 1) and Pat Steir (Appendix 2),
giving biographical information as neither artist is well known. To the best of my
knowledge, these two artists have not previously been compared or aligned, but
together they have come to represent key influences for my practice-based research.
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PART A

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROJECT

CHAPTER TWO: WATER AS SUBJECT AND MATTER.
Keywords: Hybrid, Reverie, Phenomenology, Palimpsest, Materiality.

Fig. 23. Studio process: Diluting ink on a flexible plate to enable an impression to be taken on both Xuan
(Chinese) paper or Washi (Japanese) paper, creating a monotype, 2011.

INTRODUCTION:
In December 2011 I was researching widely, gathering artists who dealt primarily with
water as image and as matter: J.M.W. Turner, Pat Steir, David Hockney, Bill Viola, Fu
Baoshi and Shitao. Using ink as the most suitable medium to convey the path of
water in wash and linear form led me to re-visit the drawings of Leonardo da Vinci68. I
attempted to mimic his ‘Studies of Flowing Water’ where he placed a block of wood to
resist the flow of water and created black chalk and ink line drawings describing the
swirling and curling around this barrier.

In my drawing I used white conte linework on a dark background of graduating bands
of ink wash.
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Epilogue with Deluges’, in C. Pietro Marani, Leonardo Da Vinci: The Complete Paintings, (New York:
Harry N. Abrams, 2000),303.
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Fig. 24. Detail from Leonardo da Vinci, Study of Water, n.d., Royal Library, Windsor Castle, London.
Detail screen shot taken from http://www.leonardoda-vinci.org/Study-Of-Water.html (accessed
November 2, 2015).

Fig. 25. Studio process: Drawing using white conte crayon following the linear analysis of Leonardo da
Vinci’s drawings followed by thin white gouache lines with calligraphic brush, 2011.

I observed that Leonardo’s lines of movement of water around an object were almost
scientifically diagrammatic. My attention was drawn to the idea of resistance to water
and how we block water’s path and redirect it to our own ends. As this project
developed, these thoughts began to form a narrative structure in my mind; first, the
shoring up of defences against water, then the fury and arrival of floods and
hurricanes, followed by the return to calm and the love and appreciation of water.
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In the interim I made several drawings trying to combine Leonardo’s observations
with an underpainting of horizontal waves of wash borrowed from West Australian
artist, Jeremy Kirwen-Ward. I explored combining structured bands overlaid with
rhythmic lines of water flow, derived from Leonardo’s drawing, with a fluid line from
the Buddha scroll, which was painted during the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911) by Kuanpeng Ting. The result was a hybrid image combining Eastern and European line
work. I also studied the qualities and characteristics of Asian and European papers
through usage and research into Sylvie Turner’s manual, The Book of Fine Paper-A
Worldwide Guide to Contemporary Papers for Art, Design and Decoration.69

Fig. 26. Studio process: Detail showing thicker gouache and paper-cut stencils to create ripples, 2011.

I began using thin white gouache to duplicate the white conte crayon lines. The effect
was like shallow water with a tiled structured surface beneath, and leaves floating on
top.
I temporarily gave up exploring this linear movement of water as it seemed too
descriptive, and turned to consider the idea of shoring up our defences against water
69

Silvie Turner, The Book of Fine Paper: A Worldwide Guide to Contemporary Papers for Art, Design
and Decoration (New York: Thames & Hudson,1998).
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and the mad rush to build infrastructure. In Chapter Three, ‘ Construction and
Resistance’, I will describe how I use an unstructured grid or mesh to stand for
structures blocking or channeling water to save endangered communities and the
environment.

THE VOICE OF WATER
Bachelard’s poetic, literary approach forms the basis of much of my speculative
thinking around the subject of water as matter, image and voice. Through an analysis
of Edgar Allen Poe’s poetry, Bachelard evokes the symbolism, the violence and the
purity of water. I was especially taken with his ideas about the voice of water, as the
dark canal waters are not fresh, turbulent or pure; they are subjugated, silent and still.

Bachelard writes:

The story of water is the human tale of a dying water. Reverie sometimes
begins in the presence of limpid water filled with vast reflections, bubbling with
crystalline music. It ends in the bosom of sad and somber water, emitting
strange and dismal murmurs. As it rediscovers its dead, reverie near the
water, like a submerged universe, also dies.

I have developed my own sense of the voice of the canal as one of quiet, ‘enslaved’
water that has been put to work and is perhaps contaminated by opportunistic
pourings and inflows from unscrupulous or unconscious polluters. Over thousands of
years this particular waterway has carried the freight of development and industry,
and the taint of war, flood and famine. In contrast, the voices of freely running water,
crashing waves and gushing waterfalls are all the sounds of vitality and movement.

From my diary notes after visiting Hangzhou and Suzhou:
On a canal there is not much movement, save the stirrings on the surface
from the wind, from the working boats or the holiday craft. The quiet, muted
voice of the dam or canal is redolent of the human desire to store and contain
to our own ends. ‘Still waters run deep’ the saying goes, controlled water
could be seen to be trapped and become dark, murky and heavy with residue.
These ideas have led me to maintain a subdued and monochromatic palette
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and to work in layers that evoke lost heritage and with a gliding, almost syrupy
moving surface.

Fig. 27. Studio process: Testing the effect of flocculation due to alum water poured onto Xuan paper laid
on canvas, 2011. The ink separates into globules of sediment that defines the path of the water.

Fig. 28. Studio process: The Voice of Water, 2012: Series of small paintings on Xuan paper laid over
textured cotton duck. These paintings recall the palimpsest of architecture and history along the Grand
Canal, 31cm x 31cm each.

WATER AS BINDER
Paul Carter in Material Thinking also discusses Bachelard and his musings about the
properties of ‘humid thinking.’ Carter describes Bachelard’s style as an analogue of
material binding: linking one verbal phrase to the next through an incantatory
combination of like-minded ideas, he seeks to bring into being his new vision.70
70
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He differentiates between the philosophical approaches of Deleuze and Bachelard,
describing Deleuze as anti-materialist while Bachelard is deeply concerned with
matter.
He states:

Bachelard is a humid philosopher. He calls water ‘a universal glue’ and with
his gift for finding apt quotations, cites Michelet’s likeness of the sea to
mucus, commenting ‘What is this mucus of the sea, this viscosity which water
in general presents? Is it not the universal element of life? The genius of
water is to bind without being bound, to collaborate without enslaving:71

Carter draws on science and chemistry to explore the viscous and gluey substances
called colloids, which are often used in art materials.72 He quotes from D.H. Everett:

Although not themselves solid, liquid or gaseous, colloids can combine with
materials in these states. Then they may form network colloids or multiple
colloids. Familiar examples of colloidal systems include fogs, mists and
smokes; paints, muds, and slurries; milk, blood and even bone.73

Traditional Chinese painting has codified clouds, mists and fires as representing time
passing, space extending, distances travelled and the wrath of the gods. As outlined
in artist’s manuals such as The Mustard Seed Garden, the depiction of these
dispersed elements and substances often have a disintegrative and ambiguous
effect. An example is the imagery of clouds, water, mists and rain in the Buddha
Scroll,74 from which I have derived a fluid linear overlay that similarly implies the
inevitability of time passing and the ineffable. (see fig. 12 in Chapter One, ‘Looking
East’).
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WATER AS RHIZOME
According to Brian Massumi, the translator of Deleuze and Guattari’s A Thousand
Plateaus,75 their book is an effort to construct a ‘smooth space of thought’ and he
invites the reader to extend and enjoy the interpretations of this open and somewhat
eccentric philosophical journey.
Their metaphor of a rhizome representing another way of being in the world,
politically, artistically and culturally struck me as applicable to the ways in which the
imagery and characteristics of water could allude to interconnectivity between
cultures. This idea was explored by David Heckman and explained thus:

The planar movement of the rhizome resists chronology and organization,
instead favouring a nomadic system of growth and propagation. In this model,
culture spreads like the surface of a body of water, spreading towards
available spaces or trickling downwards towards new spaces through fissures
and gaps, eroding what is in its way. The surface can be interrupted and
moved, but these disturbances leave no trace, as the water is charged with
pressure and potential to always seek its equilibrium, and thereby establish
smooth space.76

Could a rhizomic metaphor be a mode that allows for dissemination of ideas
traversing between cultures and floating over submergent layers of history? Could it
also parallel artist’s studio processes and how they flow in one direction and then are
reprised later or activated from another direction.

A rhizome may be broken, shattered at a given spot, but it will start up again
on one of its old lines, or on new lines. 77
This ‘smooth space’ and state of equilibrium suggest a social model that is consistent
with the Eastern philosophies of Taoism and Zen Buddhism where harmony in all
things is considered the ultimate goal.
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Bonita Ely draws a similar conclusion and also refers to Deleuze and Guattari in her
research into the randomness and interconnectivity and the dissemination of ideas
and histories that make up our world.78 She compares and aligns the metaphor of the
rhizome with the precepts of Taoism, with its non-hierarchical, multidimensional, nonstructured realities. She explores the visual arts as a reflector of the resonances and
exchanges between China and the West over the past six hundred years of
discourse:

The salient feature of Taoism’s influence on Western art is its oblique
‘infusion’ rather than direct impact, yet from first contact between Europe and
China each society powerfully influenced the other.79

Ely also compares quotes from Deleuze and Guttari with the writings of Lao Tzu,
Illustrating a clear relationship between the two principles. She suggests that the
spiritual traditions of Taoism and Zen Buddhism and the qualities of restraint,
simplicity, frugality and ‘not doing’ are connected to the idea of the rhizome.

In my exploration of interconnectivity through water I draw on an English translation
of LaoTzu:
The best of man is like water,
Which benefits all things, and does not contend with them,
Which flows in places that others disdain,
Where it is in harmony with the Way.80

I also relate this to the processes of creativity, of handling materials, interweaving
layers and the harnessing of gravity to guide the stains, blots and run-offs of water
and ink. In conjuring a vision that is undefined and ambiguous I engage in a
collaboration with materials, immersed in spilling, soaking and handling ink and
paper.
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WATER AND ART
David Clarke’s work on the cross fertilisation between East and West in his 1988
thesis, The Influence of Oriental Thought on Postwar American Painting, his essay,
“Abstraction and Modern Chinese Art”, in Discrepant Abstraction and his most recent
book, Water and Art have all been very helpful references.

In “Abstraction and Modern Chinese Art” he suggests that Asian abstract artists
working in the United States in the 1950s were dismissed as culturally situated
outside of Abstract Expressionism.81 This is despite the fact that they had been
exposed to Western Modernist painting influences from the early-twentieth-century
until the Chinese Revolution in 1949. He brings into focus the Chinese artists of Hong
Kong and Taiwan and those who migrated to Europe and the West. In Water and Art
he presents an in-depth account of Fu Baoshi (1904-1965), arguing that he was as
important in China as Monet was in France. Fu Baoshi’s speciality was the depiction
of falling rain, which was rare in Chinese painting up to this point. He comments that
Fu also seems to be struck by an awareness of water’s double presence within ink
painting as an element of both medium and subject matter.82 He goes on to describe
the many ways in which Fu painted rain, in different provinces, on rivers and even on
oceans. He gives technical information on the achievement of these watery effects;
the use of alum water to inhibit the absorbency of the paper or silk and the use of
splashing and off-vertical strokes, which imply the force of falling rain and also
reference the flung ink tradition. These ‘accidental’ effects are more evocative than a
brush-rendered ink painting in the Shanshui mode and, for me, this impulse also links
Fu Baoshi to the work of the American artist, Pat Steir.

The process of the work’s creation – liquid falling – parallels exactly the
depicted subject itself: as a result the distinctness of content from technique is
deliberately eroded. 83

Pat Steir also blurs the relationship of what is represented and what is actually seen
in her waterfall paintings, as does Mu Xin in depicting water through decalcomania
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and other accidental effects. These artists will be discussed in the next chapter (see
also Appendices 1 and 2).

David Clarke’s historical overview and observations of contemporary practices in
Water and Art, bring together the value of water as material and metaphor seen
through the eyes of Eastern and Western artists. He concludes that the subject of
water, in the paintings of Monet, in the deluge imagery of Kandinsky, and in the more
recent art of Pollock, Steir, Viola or Goldsworthy creates a shift towards a world view
in flux:

with an emphasis on dynamic interconnectedness, dematerialization,
unboundedness, and the holistic or the ecological, that is in many respects
directly at odds with dominant trends in Western thought from Democritus to
Descartes and the Enlightenment.84

He suggests that water itself as a metaphor and agent that has assisted in this artistic
and epistemological shift.

CONCLUSION
In this chapter I discussed the drawings of Leonardo Da Vinci and his analysis of the
flow of water, which influenced my early monochromatic works on paper using water
with conte crayon and ink wash. I followed these with a series of hybrid images of
paper laid over canvas: The Voice of Water series.

Bachelard’s writings encouraged me to consider a phenomenological approach to the
metaphorical aspects of water; its way of dispersing ideas, its matter and voice. I
considered the similarity of the precepts of the Tao and the rhizomic structure
proposed in Deleuze and Guattari’s writings. These parallels enabled an approach to
creative research that drew links between Asian and Western philosophies also
posited by Ely.85
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Carter’s86 ideas on material transformation in creative research gave me the idea that
materials and supports manufactured for very different processes might facilitate
cross-cultural interplay through materiality.

Clarke’s publications, including Water and Art, provide a history of water as a subject
in art and he gives particular examples of historical inter-cultural cross-overs, leading
towards dissolution and abstraction in contemporary art. 87

In the next chapter, ‘Construction and Resistance,’ I trace ideas relating to shoring-up
infrastructure, using the metaphor of refurbishment of the Grand Canal. I show how
this enquiry led me to begin using new materials, methods and tools. The resulting
works reflect on the ways rampant water engineering and development projects in
China and across the world come to have major social and environmental
repercussions downstream.
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PART B

STUDIO EXPERIMENTS AND INFLUENCES

CHAPTER THREE: CONSTRUCTION AND RESISTANCE
Keywords: Grid, Resist, Construction, Palimpsest, Fluidity, Solidity, Erasure, Flow.

Fig. 29. Studio process: Pressing the Xuan paper-covered canvas onto an inked flexible plate to create
Red Tower, 2011.

The grid’s mythic power is that it makes us able to think we are dealing with
materialism (or sometimes science, or logic) while at the same time it provides
us with a release into belief (or illusion, or fiction).88

INTRODUCTION
In this chapter I document the experiments and paintings that were a result of an
exploration of construction or re-construction of the Grand Canal in China as an
overarching narrative. Using ink wash and gridded underprinting to achieve
shadowed effects, I created landscapes alluding to construction imagery without
actually depicting it. This was to give the idea that the old culture was being replaced
at a great pace. The canal still functions and enables the movement of materials to
create this change in China.
On April 10, 2012 I speculated in my diary:
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Does the use of the grid as a form of structure that is porous and therefore
unstable imply that there is no stability or solidity after all?

The grid laid over an image is generally used to flatten and make abstract. Is
there a possibility that I am playing with a masculine and feminine mode (yin
and yang) with the rejection of a more mathematical grid but aiming for a
lyrical abstract vision?

How do I make a work of art that stands for the sense of something without
actually describing it?

RESISTANCE
This section explores the methods employed in visualisng construction and
resistance to water through the application of various types of stencils layered with
traditional ink washes. The resistance is provided by photostencils, papercut stencils,
woodblock prints, silkscreening and drawing. The contrasting fluidity is provided by
stains, washes, monotypes and brush work.

The concept of resistance is pivotal to this work. The word resist has several
meanings. As a verb it may mean withstand the action or effect of; try to prevent by
action or argument; struggle against someone or something. As a noun it signifies a
resistant substance applied as a coating to protect a surface during some process,
for example to prevent dye or glaze adhering.89

In my image-making process I used water resistance to allude to the human desire to
prevent water flooding and washing away valuable infrastructure and livelihoods. We
create membranes that divert, channel, gather and stabilise waters. We struggle to
resist, block or harness water and we design ways to alleviate inundation by water.
Yet this substance constitutes 60 percent of our bodies. However, as the history of
the Grand Canal in China and Zeeland in the Netherlands can show, the effective
engineering of water is an ongoing challenge.
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Fig. 30. Studio process: A test sheet of grids made with several resists (from left to right: white conte
crayon, white acrylic, acrylic varnish, masking fluid, liquid paper), 2011.

Fig. 31. Studio process: Lascaux water-based printing paste, Chinese painting paste and oil crayon. The
former became the two most used resists along with acrylic paint in subsequent work, 2011.

My studio process began with the testing of several resists and, with my mind alert to
construction imagery, I came upon a discarded incised wooden panel that bore the
memory of many construction projects.
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Fig. 32. Studio process: Detail of found plywood incised board 2011.

This particular board was a plywood base that had protected the floor from the cuts of
a circular saw. It had been used and discarded by a furniture maker and sculptor. It
was not a grid that conformed to Rosalind Krauss’ description:

There are two ways in which the grid functions to declare the modernity of
modern art. One is spatial; the other is temporal. In the spatial sense, the grid
states the autonomy of the realm of art. Flattened, geometricized, ordered, it
is antinatural, antimimetic, antireal. It is what art looks like when it turns its
back on nature.90

This grid was far from ordered and geometricised, with no reference to Mondrian’s
purity of vision through the grid. However, it stood as a record of planning and
making, using measurement, and geometry. It may well be that the incisions in this
board were made in the construction of three dimensional forms. It was far more
redolent of chaotic construction than order and controlled planning. The meshing and
layering of this image built up a sense of fragmentation and dissolution in my
paintings.
The paintings/drawings of Julie Mehretu91 (1970-) were of particular interest at this
time. She works with architectural drawings and layers to create a miasma of lines
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and shapes that deal with ruins, disintegration and time passing. Her work Berliner
Plätze, is one of her less complex compositions with ink and acrylic on canvas
making a web of intersections, erasures, multidirectional lines and no colour. Mehretu
explores the chaos of urban life and has been influenced by Chinese and Japanese
calligraphy, Baroque drawing, comics and graphics, as well as landscape painting, to
evolve a new form of expression through the intermeshing and layering of these
traditions. She uses overhead projectors and teams of assistants to draw the many
layers of architectural lines onto large scale canvases. She sometimes erases and
then redraws on top adding to the smokiness and uncertainty of the image. She then
seals this layer with acrylic medium, sands it back and starts drawing again on top.
So the accumulation of layers provides evidence of the palimpsest beneath.

Fig. 33. Julie Mehretu, Berliner Plätze, 2008-09.

I felt Mehretu’s investigations of processes of disintegration resonated with my
exploration of dissolution via water and fluidity, using materials like paper and stencils
that are susceptible to disintegration. To be able to accumulate meshed layers on
paper I chose to make photostencils (see Fig.35) to screen-print the initial image.
Usually I began by printing a transparent white on white paper so that there was an
element of chance. I differed from Mehretu who started with recognizable drawings of
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buildings that were painstakingly drawn and then erased or layered to add more
complexity.

My method was to embed the gridded image into the paper so that it would reveal
itself after being swept with a free and gestural ink wash. I devised a series on paper,
screenprinting the image first with Lascaux print paste mixed with some white gesso
onto white paper, so that I was ‘blind’ as to where the image landed. This kept an
element of the accidental and risk in play. This was how I could build up layers and
contrast the technical printmaking methods with painting and drawing.

From my diary of July 2011:
I decided to use my ‘found’ grid so I rolled the incised surface with acrylic
paint suspended in Lascaux print paste and took a print to see if the free-form
grid pattern could serve as a metaphor for construction. It appeared to me to
express purpose, working methods, time and labour. The resulting woodcut
print in black on Rives BFK paper was too indefinite to be called a good print
but its residual crisp edges provided an interesting texture to build on (see figs
36-38).
Dark blue/black paint in Lascaux print paste as the medium for the woodblock
print that was then photographed, manipulated through Photoshop and
exposed onto a silk screen for reproduction
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Fig. 34. Studio process: Found plywood cutting board, in the corridor of the Ultimo Project studios, 2011.

Fig. 35. Studio process: Gathering a library of screens with three different gridded structures to create
spatial illusions and texturised backgrounds that are repeatable, 2011.
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Fig. 36. Therese Kenyon, Palimpsest, Ink and gouache on paper, 2011.

I made more prints using this woodcut with white paint and print paste on Magnani
Incisiano paper in preparation for a series on diagrams about water engineering
projects. These were inspired by architectural diagrams in Acque Alte: Transforming
the Venetian Lagoon.92 It helped to soften the imagery with the gridded texture and I
created shadows by painting coloured washes over this under-printing (see figs 37
and 38).
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Fig. 37. Therese Kenyon, To Save Venice, Ink and gouache on paper, 2011.

Fig. 38. Therese Kenyon, To Build Fountains, Ink and gouache on paper, 2011.

I made more photostencils of varying sizes from three different sections of the incised
board. With this I could create a sense of three dimensionality, through difference in
scale, for use in a variety of situations. This randomised grid became more like
netting or mesh and created spatial pathways alluding to contemporary architecture
and cityscapes in the subsequent series of works.

My expanding library of screens with repeatable imagery reminded me how
Rauschenberg, Warhol and, more recently, Phillip Taaffe all used the screen print as
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a painting tool. In an interview in New York, Taaffe explains why he chooses to print
with paint technology:

PT: But having a loaded brush and having a screen with oil paint on it is not
so different, especially the way I use them. Often I work with solvents and
melt the image for a watery effect. By using printmaking techniques I could
see things more immediately, more palpably. It’s more exciting sooner. Also
the fact that I wanted many of them – the idea of the pulsating field of
imagery. 93

This explanation supports my own sense of seeking a balance between authoritative
marks and the ambient and accidental. Also, print technology gives the freedom of
trial and error and the ability to start again quickly if the results are not satisfactory.

Paper has a vital role here as receiver and image base. Asian papers are resilient
and made for water-based colours and inks but are also good for printmaking, both
relief and offset prints as well as screen printing. I see the fusing of two ways of
seeing and understanding the world through the materiality of Eastern and Western
papers and supports.

Asian mulberry and kozo papers, as well as European cotton papers, were used to
exploit different absorption rates, crispness of image and drying times. When papers
dried I would stain with wash or offset a monoprint on top and then wash again until a
fractured and dispersed construction image would emerge. In this way the washes,
leaks and smears became background to the crisp intervention of red and white lines
that were either collaged or painted onto the surface (see fig 51).
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Fig. 39. Therese Kenyon, Scaffold, ink and gouache on paper, 2011.

Fig. 40. Therese Kenyon, Mesh, ink and gouache on paper, 2011.
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CONSTRUCTION
From these printed, flattened meshed lines, I then moved into the illusion of three
dimensionality, achieved through the use of single point perspective informed by my
2011 photographs of the freshly-laid bed of a canal near Beigao, Beijing (see fig 41).

I emphasised the U-shaped vessel as a cross-section of the canal, to hold the
textures of the freeform grid. The grid stands in for scaffolding or bamboo that is often
used by construction companies in Asia. It was at this time that I started to use digital
software to see if various combinations of loose washes could be overlaid with grid
like structures incorporating three-dimensional effects (see figs 42-45).

Fig. 41. Bed of new canal near Beigao, Beijing, 2011.

Fig. 42. Studio process: The development of Vessel, 2011. A digitised photograph of a monotype
layered with a u-shaped channel, using Sketchmaster Express on the Ipad to emphasise the channel
shape (see final development in Figs 43-45).
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Fig. 43. Therese Kenyon, Vessel 1, ink and gouache on paper, 2011.

Fig. 44. Therese Kenyon, Vessel 2, ink and gouache on paper, 2011.
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Fig. 45. Therese Kenyon, Vessel 3, ink and gouache on paper, 2011.

I continued to investigate the introduction of spatial depth through the use of
photographs that provided grids in single point perspective. This photograph of an
abandoned amusement park (fig. 46) was the basis for the illusionistic perspective
adopted in the wash drawings on Hitachi embossed paper with screen-printed mesh
as under painting.

Fig. 46. Abandoned amusement park near the Great Wall, China, 2011.
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Fig. 47. Therese Kenyon, Constructing the Oriental Venice 1, ink and gouache on paper, 2012.

Fig. 48. Therese Kenyon, Constructing the Oriental Venice 2, ink and gouache on paper, 2012.
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Fig. 49. Therese Kenyon, Thinking of the Emperor’s River 1, ink and gouache on paper, 2012.

Fig. 50. Therese Kenyon, Thinking of the Emperor’s River 2, ink and gouache on paper, 2012.
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Fig. 51. Therese Kenyon, Thinking of the Emperor’s River 3, ink and gouache on paper, 2012.
Hitachi paper cockles with wet application of flung ink wash, 63 x 85 cm. (see Appendix 3 regarding
qualities of Hitachi paper).

On March 5, 2012 I made the following diary note:
The red construction tower is a reference to the work of contemporary
photographer Zhou Jun94 in his exhibition ‘Red Reconstructs’ at Damien
Minton Gallery.
The development of the mist as void to represent history, time passing and
space is an influence from looking at the Kanxi Emperor’s scrolls on the
Columbia University website.95

Subsequently I made a ‘rule’ to leave a middle area of white to refer to the mists and
distances evoked by the Ming Chinese master Shitao (1642-1707), who used this
device imaginatively throughout his career. He influenced many other artists, with his
individualism especially members of the later modern Shanghai School, such as his

94 Zhou Jun Red Reconstructs, Damien Minton Gallery, Sydney 29 May-16 June, 2012.
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admirer and biographer Fu Baoshi, and Lin Fengmien, who were also imaginative in
their use of this device.

My diary notes continued : My work has been developing from two different
standpoints: fluidity and solidity. In physical terms the fluidity has been
expressed using ink, wash and paint on paper as underlying evidence of ever
moving forces. Loose, gestural stains have been painted with large wallpaper
brushes onto flexible foam plates and the canvas laid with Chinese paper has
been lowered face down to take an impression which bleeds and stains in
very unpredictable ways.

The act of erasure or washing away is a deliberate action and can mimic nature in
this regard. The idea of being washed away can be linked to ‘fluidity’ conceptually, as
it could mean that there is no place to stand: no foothold. It could signify that there is
a state of flux, constant shifting of the ground and the possibility of erasure at any
moment. To regain safe ground is what we strive to do when placed in this type of
fluid situation.

On the other hand, in the studio, there is the notion of ‘going with the flow’, of
welcoming the sense of not knowing. This can trigger an openness to ideas and
actions that could not have been predicted and can provide a leap forward into
unpredictable waters. The experience of letting go of usual practices in the studio and
floating or musing on aspects of materiality, philosophy and motivation can lead to
new possibilities through practice as research.

The ‘know how’ referred to by Ross Gibson in his paper ‘The Known World’ is about
an artist’s experience and knowledge providing the impetus to explore and move
forward with confidence.96 He suggests that the artist/researcher has tacit knowledge
but at the same time needs to be willing to let go and trust their instincts, acting
without conscious intention but having the ability to reflect and draw conclusions later.

Perhaps the state of latency, or coming into being, expresses the processes and
experiments emerging from a current of uncertainty, enabling me to build imagery
that would not have existed prior to this research.
96
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Fig. 52. Therese Kenyon, Red Tower, ink and gouache on paper laid on canvas, 2012.
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Fig. 53. Therese Kenyon, High Rising Mist, ink and gouache on paper laid on canvas, 2012.

The quartet of works (fig. 56), layered with Chinese paper and collaged with a precise
cut-paper structure, allude to Chinese folding screens, as well as proposed buildings
that will flank water on canals and lakes. Xihu Shi Jing and Duncan Campbell’s article
“The Ten Scenes of West Lake”,97 near Hangzhou and Geremie Barmé’s chronology
97
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of West Lake and Hangzhou in the same online issue, inspired the second series.
Again Zhou Jun’s photographs of proposed developments marked in red on black
and white photographs were an influence.

Fig. 54. Zhou Jun, Beijing Sanyuanqiao No. 2, 2007.

Fig. 55. Studio process: Red under-painted and printed canvas with Chinese textured washi laid over,
glued and folded underneath and stapled to the stretcher, 2011.
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Fig. 56. Therese Kenyon, Landscape with Red Screen 1and 2 and Construction around West Lake 1-2,
ink and gouache on paper laid on canvas, 2012.

These paintings/collages were under painted with China red and black acrylic, then
overlaid with Chinese washi and reworked with ink monotypes, silk screen stencils of
construction and cut paper collage. The underpainting retains a pink cast that
enables the white overprinting to subtly show through. The red base to the paintings
refers to the Qi or positive life force in Chinese culture. I used it as an underlying tint
to the structures laid on top, as if papering over and leaving history behind in the rush
to prosperity.

CONCLUSION
In this chapter on construction and resistance, the imagery deals with building up our
defences and strength to withstand and resist water. I refer to the grid as a means
towards abstraction but not in a geometric manner; more in a field of linear
complexities, corresponding with rapid urban development, particularly in China.
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I experimented with the methods used to suggest construction and resistance
through the use of a found gridded panel. I recalled the influence of Mu Xin and his
hybrid images with their accumulations, layering, blotting and small defining details
creating a sense of timelessness, within poetic and mystical landscapes. The spilling
of ink to encourage chance, contrasts with the thicket of lines creating barriers. This
for me represents co-existence and the interweaving of cultures.

I refer to the creative process of ‘going with the flow’ in the studio and yet being able
to harness and direct the currents of uncertainty to build imagery that seems strange
or mystifying and has not existed before.

In Chapter Four, ‘Paintings that Make Themselves’ I discuss my attempts to simplify
the imagery by discarding the gridded matrix and experimenting with a performative
process of dipping papers into an ink bath. Blue/black ink was diluted with water and
served as the vehicle to create a series of images that refer to water’s turbidity. This
method was devised to create meniscus marks of sediment redolent of still and
contaminated water such as that of a working industrial canal. ‘Paintings that Make
Themselves’ refers to Pat Steir’s statement98 about the characteristics of fluidity and
its movement captured in the drying process to make imagery of itself.
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Fig. 57. Therese Kenyon, Evening, Beijing 1, ink and gouache on Hitachi paper, 2012.

Fig. 58. Therese Kenyon, Evening, Beijing 2, ink and gouache on Hitachi paper, 2012.
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PART B

STUDIO EXPERIMENTS AND INFLUENCES

CHAPTER FOUR: PAINTINGS THAT MAKE THEMSELVES
KEYWORDS: Erasure, Immersion, Residue, Minimalism, Reflection.

It’s true, the painting makes itself. The painting makes a picture of itself.
So, one subject of the painting is the paint and the picture the paint
makes. 99

Fig. 59. Studio process: The larger ink bath with lid used for the last series of dipped and evaporated
drawings, 2014.

INTRODUCTION
In this chapter I explore the shift into works influenced by the phrase ‘paintings
that make themselves’ derived from statements by Mu Xin and Pat Steir. Both
artists made predominantly monochromatic images that seemingly made
themselves through the action of water: thrown ink, evaporation, erasure,
stains, gravity, monotypes, decalcomania and blotting.
Over time I became less interested in the physical reality and history of the
Grand Canal, but saw it as a catalyst to follow the ideas of Bachelard and his
‘voice of water’,100 I developed and changed my thinking and methods to create
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more ambiguous work. I continued to ask: How do I make a work of art that stands for
the sense of something without actually describing it?
I wanted to simplify and concentrate on the essence of water as a maker of images,
through the residues of ink and gouache on paper. The following method was devised
to produce a series of installations.

THREE EXPERIMENTS - IMMERSION AND EVAPORATION
1.

TIME-BASED DIPPED DRAWINGS, 2011-14

My studio diary notes for December 2011 read: I looked at the insides of my
water washout jar and thought ‘that is what I want - the evidence of time,
rinsing, emptying and sediment residue.’ So I set up an experiment and made
a new device so as to make tide and residue marks by dipping paper into a
bath of ink wash.

Fig. 60. Studio process: Photograph of the inside of my much-used white plastic washout jar. Meniscus
lines from paint sediment influenced my experiments, 2012.

With my first attempts it was difficult to keep the paper submerged so I had to
weigh it down with rocks. This made it look like a Chinese garden of smooth
river rocks in a glistening pool of black ink. However, the rocks left negative
imprinted marks when they were removed, when the paper was drawn out of
the bath and laid onto plastic garbage bags. These inked areas dried much
paler in the first set of drawings, so I changed to a wash of black gouache in
the next experiment thinking that a more definite residue would be left behind.
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Fig. 61. Studio process: Improvised ink bath with stones to weigh down the dipped paper. This was my
first attempt on small sheets of Inciziani paper, February 2012.

I revisited this technique three times over, trying to generate intriguing deposits of
gouache wash or ink. The small size of the first plastic bath I was using influenced
the scale of these works and the format of the first completed series of installations.
Later I found a much larger tray with a lid that enabled me to use wider sheets of
paper and keep the ink from attracting dust and debris.

As stated above, I sought image-making through the action or inaction of water,
where the paper is dipped into a bath of ink or gouache wash and allowed to rest
there, not moving and soaking up the sediment. These evaporation drawings had a
dual set of limitations. First there should be no brush mark left, just the soaked edge
or meniscus, simulating a quiet waterway. Second they must maintain a central void
or passage of nothingness and mimic the way water and sky become one.

Fig. 62. Studio process: Drawings were started by dipping and drying on plastic, February 2012.
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Fig. 63. Studio process: The other end of the drawing was dipped into an ink bath and hung with my
newer method so that there was no further evidence of the ink blossoming back on itself, March 2012.

The white paper left in the centre created a passage I envisaged as mist; water in
another form. I realised that I need the sense of a narrative in my work. I think it has
more strength and ambiguity if it is under-described. As Pat Steir remarks about her
own work processes…

The image always has a second very poetic meaning. A literary/narrative
meaning, I’d say. My paintings are narrative but abstract. They have a double
narrative. They have a narrative about painting itself, about materiality and the
act of painting, and a narrative about an image and a suggested reality.
They’re abstract because I think that reality is abstract. 101
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Fig. 64. Studio process: The heavy sediment of black gouache wash made some strange patterns when
the paper was laid to dry on plastic sheeting. When one end was thoroughly dry I dipped the other end,
submerging about the same amount, and also left it to dry on plastic. The reverse sides were very
complex due to the offsetting print from the plastic, March 2012.

As mentioned above, I made a dual image where the top is also soaked in ink.
Therefore there is no ‘right way up’ and this allows a more universal and openminded approach to water as symbolic and all-encompassing in its many forms. I
experimented on eight long sheets of Rives BFK paper, dipped at both ends and left
to dry flat on plastic; the process allowed organic poolings and sediment to collect. I
selected six to make the second series of evaporation drawings (see fig. 65).
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Fig. 65. Therese Kenyon, Installation, Evaporation Drawings, ink and gouache on paper, 1-6, July 2012.

Once I assembled six of the drawings into one work, I became less convinced by the
idea of the void and instead printed the image of mist in silver along the middle of the
installed series, thus introducing a Chinese-inspired element: a linear depiction of
mist. This codified linear mist is abstracted but links back to a historical rendition of
mist and water.

My use of ‘nothingness’ or blank white paper refers to the mists and distances
evoked by the Ming Chinese master Shitao (1642-1707), discussed in Chapter Three.
Throughout the production of this body of work, I used black ink and milky white
gouache suspended in water to evoke atmospheres such as mist, rain, clouds and
storms. These effects also allude to more cerebral concerns such as time passing,
distances travelled, interiority, and stillness. In making this series I was also reminded
of Paul Carter’s reflections on colloids and suspended substances: fogs, mists and
smokes; paints, muds and slurries; milk, blood and even bone (see Chapter Two).102

102 Carter, Material Thinking,186
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Fogs, mists, water, fire and smoke are graphically codified in Asian art usually in
linear form as seen in the Buddha Scroll103. Dissolution and dispersion became part
of my exploration around water as matter, and substances such as mist, salt and
snow were conjured up by the dollops and drips of white gouache onto the layers of
paint, paper or film. Carter also references Bachelard in suggesting:

…that a homology must exist between matter and mind, between the qualities
of the material to be worked and the creative disposition of the artist who
selects and works it. But, again, the malleable material is subservient to the
dream of the artist; it is the artist's fantasy that matter serves.

104

Carter’s words clarified my sense of the collaboration between material and artist, of
how and why the work comes into existence. The properties of water, to bind without
being bound and to dissolve without losing its connectivity, are the key to my creative
engagement with water. This particular series of drawings allowed the characteristics
of water and ink in suspension to make marks and interact to become something
unpredictable and unknowable.

The genius of water is to bind without being bound, to collaborate without
enslaving: Then, material thinking conjures up 'visions of things indefinite in
shape (and) generally unmanageable' and it shows us their reason.105

I decided to set myself a series of rules and limitations so as to be able to control and
manage my materials. In the case of these evaporation drawings the stains step
towards the central white band and fortuitously create an illusion of space that flips
between a forward projection and a spatial recession back into a mist, a site for
contemplation and transcendence. The works of Agnes Martin and Pat Steir, as well
as Mu Xin, refer to the contemplative and immersive methods of painting drawn both
from the East and the West.
In conversation with Doris von Drathen, Pat Steir discusses the type of limitations and
rules that she sets herself:

103
104
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Carter, Material Thinking,186.
Ibid, 191
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But they always have conceptual limitations – a system of limitations that I set
out before I begin the painting. For example: only blue, only poured paint.
Deciding beforehand that in a painting the paint will come only thrown from a
brush. I find beauty in the limitations.106

Fig. 66. Studio process: Ink bath and rail with two clips to hang paper with gravity providing the
landscape effect from four dippings, 2013.

Fig. 67. Studio process: Hitachi paper with screenprinted ripples and grid as resist dipped on both ends
as a separate experiment to see how Hitachi paper would survive soaking, 2013.
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2.

EVAPORATION DRAWINGS, 2012

My studio diary notes for month 2012:
I mixed a bath of ink wash and dipped some paper samples into it including
some old rough watercolour paper. The absorption was very textured and
uneven, so I put them to one side. Then tried Magnani Aquarello and dipped
about two thirds of it into the bath. As the surface was smooth the ink deposit
was fine and seamless except when it accidentally stuck to the backing board
and blossomed back on itself. I had to find a way to let it hang freely so that
gravity could work for me.
I then made a suspension bar that enabled the paper to hang from spring
clips on a rod placed above the bath so that I just had to dip, hold and lift up to
the clips and fasten until dried. This, I realise has become a performative and
time-based series of drawings as I continued dipping to make bands of
residue every three or four hours, as I need to wait for each layer to dry before
immersing again.

These tonal bands relied on timing of immersion, speed of the lifting of paper, gravity
and ‘pegging’ to make the horizontal stains. They were not dependent on my
gestures, brushes or sponges to create the wash edges and meniscus levels but are
made through the paper’s partial immersion into the bath. This ritual of dipping the
paper could happen every two to three hours depending on the weather. I kept going
until I had six or seven bands of tonal differentiation that implied distances as it
seemed to step back into illusory space just by this tonal shift. This methodical way of
making drawings reminded me of the years in my own darkroom where I exposed
and developed black and white photographs.
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Fig. 68. Studio process: Installation of the second series of evaporation drawings at Upspace, January
2014.

Fig. 69. Studio process: Four drawings from Experiment 2, January 2014.

The evaporation drawings would only work on paper at this point as the canvas
stretchers were too large and could warp if left in fluid for hours on end. Asian papers
are very fragile when wet but soak up the ink in a very gradual and even way and do
not leave a hard meniscus line. I used this knowledge to experiment with dipping in
other ways later on. (see fig 67, Hitachi paper).
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The combination of European paper with Chinese ink wash and non-gestural marks
offered me a new means of translating Asian aesthetics into a Western dialect, thus
triggering the potential for further investigation.
Paper was partially lowered into the bath of ink wash for a whole day and then dried.
Four bands of ink wash were soaked into the paper and each one dried thoroughly.
Then I turned the paper upside down to dip the other end using the same process.
This could take a week. Verticality or horizontality gave a different sense of space,
either looking upwards through a chasm or looking at a distant mountain landscape
with weather moving in.

Leaving the white untouched paper between the two meniscus stains created a
tension between the two ‘shorelines.’ I became fascinated by this white passage of
mist, again signifying emptiness, nothingness. This white space leaps out and
recedes all at once.

Fig. 70. Barnett Newman Untitled Drawing. 1949. Ink on paper
National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.

In Rosenberg’s monograph on Barnet Newman107 there are some ink drawings that
preview his ‘zips’; you are unsure whether you are looking through, along, inside,
outside. I wanted this ambiguity to be present in these evaporation drawings. Both
Pat Steir and Callum Innes use verticality and divided canvases to refer to Newman’s
zips but maintain a sense of accident and erasure.

107
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Harold Rosenberg, Barnett Newman, 2 . ed. (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1994) 182-195.
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In terms of exploring vertical and horizontal orientation the best analysis can be found
in the early works of Mondrian. His analysis of a tree, with the trunk as the vertical
axis and the branches as the horizontal, provided him with the essential spiritual
basis for new ways of seeing the world and thus his progression into pure
abstraction. He proposed that the two axes represented two opposing forces; positive
and negative, masculine and feminine. (I return to this idea in Chapter Six with the
development of a gridded water stain image).

The rules of abstraction that Mondrian and Albers devised were strict and not open to
the more organic branches of abstraction that Kandinsky, Gorky and others were
espousing. The grid in its pure form led to movements such as De Stijl and later
conceptual art and minimalism.108

Fig. 71. Piet Mondrian Pier and Ocean (Composition No. 10) 1915.

The Asian way of using their rules to create poetic and epic landscapes, contrasts
with the Euro/Western method of analysis, leading to the formulation of rules that
seek perfection through abstraction. Shanshui painting was always abstract but took
a lyrical form that was not about self expression as an individual so much as a tribute
to those masters who had gone before, all seeking harmony and spirituality through
nature. So it was not avant garde in the Western sense and not experimental until the

108

Kobena Mercer, “Introduction”, in Mercer, ed., Discrepant Abstraction, 7-10.
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present time. Now, as previously noted, contemporary Chinese artists are re-looking
at their traditions and re-interpreting them to create a sense of history with a long line
of aesthetic consciousness.

3.

EVAPORATION DRAWINGS, 2014

I returned to the evaporation and dipped drawings following the exhibition of The
‘Water Rushed In… - a body of narrative-based work documented in Chapter Five. I
felt that I had been interrupted in this particular investigation of the matter of water
and the idea of paintings that make themselves. So I resumed making smaller dipped
drawings that I thought I could configure into an evocation of water and landscape. It
was an impulsive move that was brought about because I wanted to give the
exhausted ink one more chance at life before it was discarded. As I had already cut
some papers for another experiment, I just quickly dipped once, dried them off and
dipped again to see what images would emerge.
From my studio notebook, September - October, 2014:
Used my dish of green/black ink to dip some small sheets of Somerset
smooth paper to create graded landscape impressions. Once again the
dipping was performative and rhythmic. I bent the paper slightly to give the
meniscus edge more variety in its highs and lows, deliberately trying to create
hills, gorges and valleys. I scraped the paper along the bottom of the dish to
pick up sediment as the ink had been in the bath for a long time.
I could not see the backs of each image as I placed them on a dusty wooden
floor all in a row to dry. I was aware that I was ‘composing’ as I dipped and
lined them up. Once again, the reverse side of the dipped drawings became
more interesting to me. The sheets registered the scrape marks, grit and,
sometimes, subtle floorboard impressions. It’s about valuing imperfection and
the blank white space reading as either water, or sky or both. I dipped these
drawings twice only, as I didn’t want them to become overly complex. There
are 14 sheets of Somerset watercolour Velvet, 38cm x 28.5cm each.

After the previous drawings where I had left the centre section white, I decided to
assemble these paintings to evoke landscape by placing the upside of seven dipped
paper panels above the down side of the remaining seven paper panels. This
process created a landscape with a suggestion of its reflection merely by
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juxtaposition. The aqua ink separated itself from the black ink wash and consequently
left more intense colour marks on the reverse of each sheet.

In October 2014 I finally was able to view three handscrolls at New York’s
Metropolitan Museum of Art and saw possible connections with this series of dipped
drawing in two panels, panels that appear as tiles in a horizontal handscroll format.
The Wang Hui, Kangxi Scroll number three, utilised a band of grey wash along the
top of the silk scroll, running its full length of 1393 centimetres (or 45 feet in imperial
measurement).

This band held the composition at the top and created a sense of distance and
weather in a continuous but varied tonal range of ink wash. The later Qianlong scrolls
are also highly illustrated in similar grey-green colours, as they document the tour of
the Emperor through the Southern Provinces along the Grand Canal to Suzhzou. The
subtle grey-greens of the ink and colour wash (as seen in Chapter One, ‘Looking
East’) have a connection to my grey/aqua dipped drawings with the illusion of a
mountain as the centre piece.

Fig. 72. Studio process: Fourteen sheets of Somerset watercolour paper, double-dipped drawings in
grey/aqua, laid out on the studio floor after drying, 2014.
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Fig. 73. Studio process: Fourteen sheets of Somerset watercolour paper, double-dipped drawings in
grey/aqua, laid out on the studio floor with the channel of white paper left in the centre of the installation,
2014.

Fig. 74. Therese Kenyon, Installation, ink on Somerset paper, 2012.
Studio process: Ink on Somerset smooth paper, 80 x 200 cm. The top row of dipped ink drawings is the
upside and the bottom row is the downside with variations and impressions of plastic and floorboards
creating texture and colour variation. I placed them in a way that seemed like a landscape viewed across
a body of water, 2014.

Fig. 75. Studio process: Installation. Ink on Somerset smooth paper, 80 x 200 cm. An alternative
configuration of the reverse side of both sets of the dipped drawings. These can also be turned so that
the white paper forms the central channel (see Fig. 73), 2014.
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CONCLUSION
In attempting to explore the question of making a ‘work of art that stands for the
sense of something without actually describing it’, I embarked on these experiments
with dipping and evaporation to embrace ambiguity and appreciation of the qualities
of my materials; paper, ink and gouache.

I was attracted to Pat Steir’s phrase ‘paintings that make themselves’ as a conceptual
guide. Moving away from the ‘fact’ of the Grand Canal as a structure to the ‘voice of
the water’ as an abject and contaminated body of liquid, allowed me to explore a
‘hands off’ approach. Bachelard and Carter influenced me in my attempts to
collaborate with water to create imagery that came about through immersion,
evaporation, gravity, time and observation.

References to both Asian horizontal format handscrolls and vertical hanging scrolls
provided a model of shifting between fluid horizontality and epic landscape formats
that assisted me in gradually moving towards a series of paintings/drawings that
exhibit a form of poetic abstraction.

By contrast, Chapter Five, ‘Fluidity and Precariousness’, documents my move into a
narrative form. Instead of ‘paintings that make themselves’ I used factual news
footage to translate into linear depictions of people being rescued from floods.
Inspired by the ‘iron-wire line’ of Chinese traditional figure drawing, this was an
unexpected direction in the research driven by happenstance and my own experience
of Hurricane Sandy.
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PART C

INSIGHTS AND INNOVATIONS

CHAPTER FIVE: FLUIDITY AND PRECARIOUSNESS
Keywords: Narrative, Affect, Evidential, Flooding, Precariousness

Fig. 76. Studio process: Ink and brushwork on layers of architects’ drafting film in progress, 2014.

In its violence, water takes on a characteristic wrath; in other words, it is easily
given all the psychological features of a form of anger. Man rather glibly
boasts of checking this anger. Thus violent water becomes water to which one
does violence. A malicious duel between man and the floods begins.109

INTRODUCTION:
The recorded histories of the world are scattered with stories of floods, tsunamis,
hurricanes, storms and other water-related catastrophes. In every generation,
humans, fauna and flora have suffered loss of lives and futures because of the
seeming malevolence of water.
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Bachelard Water and Dreams, 15.
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In this chapter I briefly explore the symbolism and mythical nature of water. I then
describe the genesis of a new sequence of works, which were inspired by a
centuries-old Chinese flood image, on black and white photographs recording the
storm surge in the Netherlands in 1953 and on televised images of Hurricane Sandy
on the east coast of North America in 2012. I made propositions with new materials,
drawing on Chinese and Western painting traditions to create the new works,
culminating in an exhibition titled The Water Rushed In…. held at Brenda May Gallery
Annex in August 2014.

Adopting the anthropomorphic notion of water as a combatant, I enlarged the scope
of my project to include psychological and ecological elements through the use of
personal narrative.

SYMBOLISM OF WATER
Conventionally water is perceived as a great purifier, or as a symbol of rebirth and
new beginnings. In a recently televised Werner Herzog documentary about people on
Death Row,110 a prisoner described his dreams. The condemned inmate dreamt that
he was free and could walk into the ocean, submerge himself in the salt water to
cleanse himself, then rinse off in fresh water. He saw it as a way of washing away the
dirt and filth accumulated during his criminal life so he could start anew - a kind of
rebirth.

The religions of the world adopted the symbol of water as the purest substance,
equating it with goodness, clarity and calmness. Conversely, the fury of flood-waters,
rising rivers, overpowering ocean waves and relentless tsunamis have traditionally
been taken as a sign that the gods were not pleased about something.

From the early stories of floods, such as the Epic of Gilgamesh from the third
millennium BC and the Old Testament account of Noah, we can see the same fear
and dread in relation to floods and wild waters.111 The gods punished humankind for
its sins, allowing only a few humans and pairs of animals to survive.

110
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Werner Herzog, On Death Row (London, UK: Channel 4, 2012), television series.
Rex Warner, Encyclopedia of World Mythology (London: Peerage Books, 1975).
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In China the romance and legends around Emperor Yu, leader of the Xia tribe are
celebrated in the book Emperor Yu Tames the Floods,112 recording how the Yellow
River Valley was saved from annual flooding by the dredging of channels to lead the
river water to the sea.

While visiting the Grand Canal Museum of China in Hangzhou in 2011, I came across
a small reproduction and detail of a larger painting depicting oxen-drawn carts, laden
with goods and half underwater, surrounded by men piggybacking women and
children. The men are knee high in flood-waters, trying to move to higher ground.

Fig. 77. Unknown artist. Reproduction sourced from the Grand Canal Museum, Hangzhou China, 2011.

My photograph of this work was a hastily shot iPhone image and the text
accompanying the reproduction was in Chinese characters that I could not read. After
acquiring a better copy from the internet,113 I surmised that this little painting probably
documented the flooding of the Yellow River. It consisted of line drawing (iron-wire)114
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Xueru and Guanqun, Emperor Yu Tames the Flood, 47.
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I used ‘image match’ and placed my photo in the box to see if any identifiers would come up. Luckily
a more focused copy did come through but it didn’t clarify the date or the identity of the artist.
114

This was a term from the Song Dynasty (960-1279), used to describe drawn lines of steady pressure
where the brush tip is kept at the centre and taut fluid lines form an outline to be filled in with colour,
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filled in with colour washes and was probably painted around the seventeenth
century, or even earlier. It is similar in style and technique to the Kangxi scroll,
painted in 1689 with similar restrictions in colour.115

THE PIGGY-BACK IMAGE
It seemed like a timeless or even contemporary image to my eye, as we had just
witnessed the Brisbane floods in Australia, and the 2010 earthquake in Japan, which
was followed by a tsunami. Similar images of people lifting and piggybacking other
more fragile individuals were televised. This footage is repeated across the world,
reappearing in times of great danger, most especially flooding.

These are intimate images at one level – people hanging on for dear life to children,
the old, the incapacitated, pets and worldly goods. But to take a broader social view,
these are scenes of human compassion and care, of rescue from danger, and
seeking the common good. These figures are physically awkward and the images are
not about the beauty of the human form; they are all angles and effort and clearly
about people going ‘the extra mile’ for others. In my work I use this imagery to
emphasise the universal and historical human struggle to survive and control water.

In researching visual documentation of flooding it struck me that such images would
almost belong in war memorial museums. This idea underpinned for me Bachelard’s
contention that we are often at war with water, and the experience of witnessing a
major storm surge and its aftermath in the United States confirmed this notion.

AT WAR WITH WATER
At the end of 2012 I was in Los Angeles when Hurricane Sandy hit the east coast,
badly affecting New York and New Jersey. I intended travelling to New York to do
some research for this project, under the heading ‘Water and Culture: Dissolution and
Control’. Ironically I could not achieve my aims because of ‘Sandy’ - a disastrous
water event.

most often used for figures. See Michael Brenson, “Chinese Figurative Painting is on Exhibit at the Met”,
New York Times, August 16, 1985.
115

Wang Hui (1632-1717) The Kangxi Emperor’s Southern Inspection Tour, Scroll Three: Ji’nan to Mt
Tai, datable to 1698, Handscroll;, ink and colour on silk, 67.9 x 1393.8 cm. (held in the Metropolitan
Museum, New York). The colours were cinnabar, indigo, ochre and rattan yellow.
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From a safe haven in Los Angeles, I watched Cable News Network (CNN) for twentyfour hours to see if there was any chance of getting to New York. I took photos of the
television screen as coverage unfolded and the storm progressed. The banner
headlines changed as the hurricane advanced and reporters in their wet weather
gear were lashed by wind and driving rain.

Throughout October 29, 2012, viewing CNN live, I felt anxious along with the whole
population as the news feeds came in. The television monitor space was divided into
several panels and subsets of information but the one that confirmed that we were at
war with water was the updated side panel: ‘The Situation Room’ ‘Breaking News’ or
‘Superstorm Sandy’. This panel recorded the latitude, longitude and speed of the
approaching ‘enemy’ and ran updated headlines or ‘screamers’:

OBAMA WARNS ABOUT SANDY,
NJ MAY TAKE BRUNT OF STORM,
SANDY PRODUCING RECORD STORM SURGE,
HURRICANE SANDY GAINING STRENGTH,
NEW UPDATE: SANDY’S TRACK,
SANDY ABOUT TO MAKE LANDFALL,
SANDY SLAMS NORTHEAST,
11 US DEATHS IN SUPERSTORM SANDY,
SANDY HAMMERS NEW YORK CITY.116

Sandy was merciless and had already caused deaths in Jamaica, Haiti, the
Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, the Bahamas and other places on the east coast
on its journey up to New York.

116

CNN accessed on October 29, 2012.
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Fig. 78. Studio process: Adapted photograph of CNN television image, (accessed October 29, 2012).

On the screen I saw New York fire fighters, the equivalent of Australia’s State
Emergency Services staff, lifting and piggy-backing people to safety. The ‘fireman
hold’ was utilised to carry people to waiting rescue rafts and the ‘front lift’ to carry pets
and precious personal belongings. I again recalled the image from China and the
struggling figures weighed down with passengers, sloshing through muddy
floodwaters at hip height to get to higher ground.

I had not seen many images in art that dealt with the piggy-back or lifting of people
out of danger. The little Chinese reproduction had sparked my interest in searching
for more examples. The legend of St Christopher piggy-backing the Christ child
across a river has often been painted over the centuries and a recent version dates
from 2010.117 In these images the weight of the world on the Christ child increases as
he is carried and almost drowns St Christopher. Perhaps the lesson was that the
world was so troubled and laden with worries that a helping hand would be needed to
ease the journey. St Christopher became the patron saint of travellers.

117

http://www.andredurand-gallery2000.com/paintings/saint_christopher_cynocephalus (accessed 4
April 2014).
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Fig. 79. Dirk Bouts, St Christopher, 1468.

Fig. 80. Hieronymus Bosch (1450-1516), St Christopher Carrying the Christ Child, c.1496.
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Fig. 81. Juan Munoz, Piggy Back, 1996.

Another contemporary version of the piggy-back is the sculpture by Spanish artist,
Juan Munoz, at the Art Gallery of New South Wales. In this bronze work the carrier
and the carried look identical, as if psychologically one is always carrying oneself, or
perhaps a twin self is a burden but also a helper or rescuer.

The period of my research over the last five years has encompassed the 2010
tsunami in Japan, the 2011 Brisbane floods in Australia and the 2012 Hurricane
Sandy on the east coast of the Americas. Visits to museums concerned with the
history of resistance to flooding in China and the Netherlands: The China Grand
Canal Museum in Hangzhou 2011 and the Delta Plan Museum in Zeeland in 2013
provided vital evidence of the aftermath of such events.

THE BATTLE OF THE FLOODS, NETHERLANDS 1953.
While visiting the Delta Plan Museum I saw photographic documentation of the North
Sea storm surge that flooded and destroyed much of the area of Zeeland south of
Rotterdam. Again I came across the piggy-back image in photographs donated by the
flood-affected villages and local communities in that region.
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I found the eye-witness accounts very moving and resolved to use some in my
exhibition. I met elderly people who had experienced that flood and they still had very
strong memories of it. It was a cause of remembered anxiety and raised further
questions about how to visualise such catastrophic historical events. Questions such
as;

How can I realise the affect of the events and transpose that affect into
imagery?’ How much should I use the photographic evidence to encourage
empathy in an audience through their recognition of the historical events?

As mentioned in Appendix Four, The Water Rushed in…to aid the viewer in
empathising with the victims of these devastating floods was the introduction of texts
as well as photographic references. These texts were derived from the oral histories
of evacuees in Zeeland in 1953 and Hurricane Sandy in 2012.118

This brought to mind the painting September by Gerhard Richter, which marks the
bombing of the World Trade Centre on September 11, 2001. Critic and curator,
Robert Storr119 an eye witness, calls it a History painting though it was made five
years after the event. This painting is literally about dissolution, about solidity melting
into air. It has a sense of wateriness in its execution and as Storr puts it: it arrests,
holds in perpetual suspension but refuses to embody. Richter had used photographs
of the burning twin towers but according to Storr, avoided the familiarity of the media
images to analyze the meaning of this type of image and manages to make a small
and extremely potent image. 120
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Hurricane Sandy Oral History Interviews library.monmouth.edu/main/.../oral-histories-about-superstorm-sandy (accessed 10, February 2014).
119
Robert Storr, September, A History Painting by Gerhard Richter (London: Tate Publishing 2010).
120
Storr, September, A History Painting, 8. ):
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Fig. 82. Gerhard Richter, September, 2005.

I resolved to use the factual information of the black and white photographs in the
Netherlands in 1953 as sources for paintings alongside the more recent Hurricane
Sandy documentation. This would emphasise the universality of flooding and the
commonality of the piggy-back image in these dire situations. The documents and
oral histories that I absorbed from the Delta Plan Museum captured my imagination.
Consequently I took a diversion into evidentiaI material and figuration. However, I had
not lost sight of the work I was doing with transparent overlays before visiting the
Dutch museum to gather European sources. Simultaneously I continued to use the
translucent drafting film with figurative imagery to speculate and add physical layers
and thus ambiguity to the next body of work.

Fig. 83. The Battle of the Floods, 1953, commemorative booklet displayed in the Delta Plan Museum,
Zeeland, viewed 2014. An English version was printed as a fundraiser to help the survivors.
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Fig. 84. Piggy-back image from The Battle of the Floods, 1953.

Fig. 85. Detail of large ink drawing for the middle panel of Undone by Nature, 2014.
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Fig. 86. Therese Kenyon, Undone by Nature. Detail of large ink drawing, 300cm x 90cm, 2014.
The ink drawing overlaid with drafting film to create a sense of ambiguity and uncertainty.

Fig. 87. Image from the commemorative booklet, The Battle of the Floods, 1953.
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Fig. 88. Therese Kenyon, Evacuate, acrylic gouache on canvas. 2014.

Fig. 89. Image from The Battle of the Floods,1953.
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Fig. 90. Therese Kenyon, Detail of The Water Rushed in…, ink and acrylic on canvas, 2014.

THE TEMPEST AND THE IRON-WIRE LINE
Unlike contemporary televised footage or photo-journalism, which even though
mediated, provide an ‘official’ record of events, the older methods of recording the
stories of great floods come down to us through drawing and painting. Imagery of
storms, floods and fire occur throughout most visual cultures and the method of
rendering such events is most commonly via drawing and illustration. In researching
the Chinese tradition of drawing figures with an ‘iron-wire’ line I realised that these
line drawings were often documentary, instructional and illustrative of life’s activities,
dangers, community aspirations and beliefs. This type of line was developed in the
fourth century by Ku K’ai Chih and emphasised even pressure and uniform lines to
define forms without the use of shading. These simple black and white line drawings,
almost like cartoons, and possibly the forerunners of contemporary manga, seemed
an appropriate method for my project.

Consequently, I incorporated figurative rescue imagery into my exploration of
uncontrollable water, using the CNN documentation of Hurricane Sandy as my source
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imagery. I tried other ways of stylistically meshing clean outlines with atmospherics
and gestural brushwork. My first attempt was made with a fine pointed brush of wolf
and goat hair, purchased in Beijing. It did not maintain the very even line as with
subtle shifts in pressure the line would thicken and become more varied and
expressive.

My challenge was to find ways to introduce an overtly figurative image into near
abstract paintings of fluidity and solidity defined simply by horizontal lines of ripples
and vertical washes of downward falls. The Metropolitan Museum site for an
exhibition on The Iron-Wire Line clarifies ‘Linear Techniques for Figure Painting’ in
this way:

The most fundamental element in ink painting is the line, which defines form
and suggests movement. During the Ming Dynasty, art critic and historian
Wang Keyu (1587-1645) published a list of eighteen outline methods as the
basic linear techniques for depicting garments. Seven of these are
represented here.121

The seven types are illustrated in the Mustard Seed Garden manual (see fig. 91). I
have adopted the iron-wire line and the floating-cloud or running-water lines for my
work, using these lines to draw the iconic image of the rescuer and victim of flooding.
I also employed the T’an wo ts’un lines from the Mustard Seed Garden; as Phillip
Ball122 notes, they look like whirlpools and eddies and are used to create stormy
effects.
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http://www.asianart.org/pdf/education/Brushstrokes-vocabulary.pdf (accessed March 23, 2013).
Phillip Ball. Flow: Nature’s Patterns: A Tapestry in Three Parts (Oxford and New York: Oxford
University Press, NY, 2009).
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Fig. 91. Linear techniques for drapery and figure painting.
http://fliphtml5.com/explore?q=Linear%20techniques%20for%20figure%20painting#latest

The juxtaposing of ink washes and puddles with line drawings from television images
reflect bubbling thoughts and ideas that slid and collided as they floated through my
imagination. Throughout this series of works, the flood was happening on the paper,
canvas or film. Using poured ink and washes, a loose, ephemeral and changeable
image resulted.

I experimented with translucent overlays using tissue and overhead projection cells to
float one image over another: to see if the figurative iron-wire images over the screen
printed overlay could work. I wanted to connect the illustrative and documentary
nature of the televised images with the gestural and expressive mark-making of
painters such as Robert Rauschenberg (1925-2008) and Julie Mehretu (1970-).

At this point I saw the value of this diversion into figurative work. I came to see the
combination of elements of abstraction with figuration generating a productive tension
and offering a means of linking ideas through physical layering or through their spatial
configuration in an exhibition.
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Considering the incorporation of media imagery, I recalled the drawings of Robert
Rauschenberg made in the decade 1958-68 and exhibited in New York123 in 1986. He
used tracing paper and masking tape as collage elements in his drawings, along with
solvent transfers, as a way of introducing photographic imagery and figuration into
the overall gestural image:

In the form of reproductions or originals, the medium of photography is
generally read as the iconic record of real events and places. (A
drawing is less evidential than a photograph of the same event.)
Rauschenberg makes a brilliant use of the aura of credibility attached
to photography.124

Fig. 92. Robert Rauschenberg. Brace 1962. Oil and silkscreen ink on canvas, 152.4 x 152.4cm.
Collection of the Robert and Jane Meyerhoff Modern Foundation.
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Lawrence Alloway, Robert Rauschenberg Drawings, 1958-1968 (New York, NY: Acquavella
Contemporary Art, 1986), 5.
124
Ibid.
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Fig. 93. Studio process: CNN television image influenced the development of the drafting film overlays in
the series for the exhibition The Water Rushed in...2014 (accessed October 29, 2012).

My use of the televised images on CNN as references to make overlaid drawings was
therefore less directly documentary, retaining a record of what happened, while
involving a simplification or reduction of means.

I discovered that a contemporary material option, polyester drafting film, used as a
surface layer in contrast to mulberry paper, was more transparent, did not buckle and
was also sensitive to mark making and staining. It also revealed the traces of erasure
on both sides of the polyester film, which could be vigorously scrubbed. Milky marks
from water splashes stayed on the surface and were not absorbed as with the other
plant based papers.

Fig. 94. Studio process: Detail of the first attempt at Capricious, 2013. Ink line drawing on drafting film
overlaid onto ink painting on Rives BFK, 120 x 80 cm.
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Initially I had found only two sheets of architects’ tracing film to experiment with and
so I drew a rescue image with ink, in the style of iron-wire line, on one side of the film
and used a more ephemeral cloudy staining technique on the other. This meant that I
could erase either side if needed. It also had the look of a black and white photograph
at times.

Fig. 95. Studio process: Development of Capricious, 2013. Ink line and wash drawing on drafting film
overlaid onto ink painting on Rives BFK, 80 x 120cm.

I was reminded that my methodology was also fluid - not just the materials I was
using. Fig. 94 was made on a found sheet of film that I could not source again as it
was out of production. So I purchased a roll of architects’ drafting film, which had a
slight bluish cast and was thinner than the previous found sample. Then I started
again making storm imagery with ink-wash monoprints on Rives 310 gsm paper and
overlaying, sometimes five times, with black and white line and painterly effects.

Fluidity and flexibility, as well as portability and toughness were the attractions of this
particular support. Moreover, it implied a history of propositions and plans, as
translucent paper has been a major tool for architects since the early 1900s. This
notion of propositions freed me to try different scenarios with different layers of the
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film that could be photographed and could exist purely in that form. Consequently,
some of the images in this document have been scrubbed out and redone, so that
they no longer exist as paintings but have been recorded through photographs.

In Exodus (see fig. 96), I saw the series of figures rendered as brush drawings on
strips of film as actors on a stage, where I tried them in different scenarios and
modes of escape and rescue. The long tabs of overlaid film created a sense of being
lost, both in the fogginess created by the physical thickness of the film and in the
black inked storm image in the background. I later redrew the figures in larger layers
as I found the strips too distracting and too difficult to hold together with clips. The
finished work has five layers of film to hold together on the RHS half of the image, so
that the storm image on the left remains visible. I also scrubbed the word Exodus
from the film as it seemed redundant but retained it as an unavoidable ghost image in
the finished work (see fig 104).

Fig. 96. Studio process: Development of Exodus, 2013. Proposition drawing with drafting film, ink and
gouache for creating a community of escapees, 65 cm x 76 cm.
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Humans may try to achieve control over water, but the dissolution and fragmentation
of our world is what really happens, continually.

Fig. 97. Pat Steir, Long Vertical Fall #4, 1991.

Pat Steir’s paintings and prints of waterfalls made by using gravity and time to
produce marks, have been a major influence on my work, and in particular the
creation of several three-metre long paper scrolls. To work on these scrolls I moved
into a larger space to be able to pour paint from a ladder and collect the residue of
gouache flow at the bottom that became part of the image. I waited days for it to dry.
These techniques and ideas will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Six. But here
I will describe the ideas that brought a pair of scrolls titled Undone by Nature and a
single scroll titled Runoff into the exhibition The Water Rushed in…

Steir’s work, Sixteen Waterfalls of Dreams, Memories and Sentiment (1990) and the
above etching Long Vertical Fall, suggested how I could approach the imagery
underlying the other layered artworks in the exhibition (see fig. 99 Capricious).
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New questions arose when preparing for the exhibition:

How was I to successfully integrate the narrative, figurative elements in the
multi-layered drawings with the ‘accidental’ action of the poured gouache in
the long scrolls? Could I combine the drawn line with a dripped line and a
screen-printed line?

There are accumulations of all types of line in this work, from the iron-wire line, the
water-flowing line, the curling-mist line, the dripped line and the screen-printed ripples
and construction lines. I again referred to the cloudiness of the layering in Julie
Mehretu’s work as mentioned in Chapter Three, ‘Construction and Resistance’.

I positioned the drawing and three metre film overlay in between two of the long
scrolls and it became a metaphor for a portal through which the escapees could
emerge (see Appendix 4). It reminded me of Bill Viola’s video Ocean without a shore,
which filmed people entering and exiting through sheets of falling water, seen as
thresholds between life and death.125

To lighten the overall visual effect of the exhibition, I moved from the use of black ink
wash to describe the action of falling water, towards milky white gouache layers and
drips. Linking this with the light grey layers of translucent film brought a unity to the
whole exhibition in terms of colour cast, lending a poetic and ephemeral effect (see
figs. 106 and 107).

From the line drawings of the Chinese painting to the pixels and panels of television
coverage of recent disasters in the United States and Japan, the devastating flood
has always engendered fascination and horror. Even though the knowledge and
forecasting ability of weather scientists, seismologists and other environmental
science bureaus have saved many more lives than in earlier centuries, the fear of
water has not been assuaged. This fear will undoubtedly encroach even further into
our sense of well-being as we see more evidence of global warming.

125

Bill Viola (1951-) Ocean without a shore, 2007, three channel colour high definition video, 420 x 670
x 997 cm. Variable installation, National Gallery of Victoria, 2008.
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LAYERING

Fig. 98. Studio process: Under layer for Capricious. Ink and gouache wash, screenprinted ripples and
mist on Rives BFK, 2013.

Fig. 99. Therese Kenyon, Capricious, Ink and gouache on paper and drafting film, 2013.
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Fig. 100. Studio process: Adapted photograph of CNN television image for the development of
Frankenstorm (accessed October 29, 2012).

Fig. 101. Studio process: Base layer of Frankenstorm, 2013. Screenprinted ripples, ink and printing
paste squeegeed across Rives BFK 80 x 120 cm.

Fig. 102. Studio process: A layer of film on Frankenstorm, 2013. Black ink line drawing and gouache on
drafting film overlaid onto ink painting on Rives BFK, 80 x 120 cm.
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Fig. 103. Therese Kenyon, Frankenstorm, ink and gouache on paper and drafting film, 2013.

Fig. 104. Therese Kenyon, Exodus, ink and gouache on paper and drafting film, 2013.

(See the visual diary ‘Our Designs on Water – Fluidity and Precariousness’ for all the
layers for seven works and how they were displayed).
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THE LONG SCROLLS

Fig. 105. Studio process: Screenprinted and cut-paper stencils in preparation for Undone by Nature, 300
x 90 cm. These became the portal for the escaping figures and included in the exhibition The Water
Rushed in…., 2014.

Fig. 106. Studio process: The pouring of white gouache for the 3-metre scrolls, 2014.
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Fig. 107. Studio process: Development of Runoff. Screenprinted grey ripples on black gouache followed
by calligraphic brush marks in milky gouache, 2014.
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Fig. 108. Therese Kenyon. Runoff, ink and gouache on paper, 2014.
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CONCLUSION
The pursuit of the narrative in this series was brought about by being literally blown
off course. A sense of urgency as a witness had a significant impact on my psyche
and approach to my theme. It prompted a renewed interest in narrative influenced by
the urgency of documentary footage. Even though I was not actually caught in the
storm, my plans had been thwarted by it and I was caught up in the news feed and
shared the intense anxiety of North Americans during Hurricane Sandy. This lived
experience was unexpected, but has been folded into my studio practice and become
a psychological source that has led to a more open form of practice for me.

Bachelard’s notion of ‘being at war with water’ gave me the way to deal with this work
as a combination of narrative and physical layering. The motif of the piggy-backed
figure was explored as a type of universal rescue image in iron-wire-line. Drawing on
references to Kentridge, Rauschenberg, Richter, Fu Baoshi, Mehretu and Steir
brought all the various modes of imagery, surface and mark making together.

Following the exhibition, The Water Rushed In … (see Appendix 4), I found myself
returning to more abstract modes of exploring fluidity and solidity through the action
of water. Water flow is more graphically visible on hard surfaces, such as dam faces,
fountains and public infrastructure. The next chapter deals with the stylisation of
water in Asian art and particularly Japanese decorative painting and woodcut printing.
These all informed the final body of work in this exploration.
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PART C

INSIGHTS AND INNOVATIONS

CHAPTER 6: ABSTRACTION AND ORNAMENTATION
Keywords: Hybrid, stylisation, design, ornamentation, meditation.

Fig. 109. Studio process: Strips of Rives BFK, stained with cherry blossom pink, printed ripples and
grids, 30 x 120 cm.

Abstraction of form in the East comes from an a priori understanding that what
one paints is not reality and is not meant to imitate it. Eastern art is impelled
by the creation of moods, the elicitation of emotion, and the striving for a
spiritual vitalism of technique. To the Western mind, Eastern art is, in a sense,
based on non-artistic principles such as religious and philosophical beliefs.126

INTRODUCTION
In 2012, during a visit to the exhibition Kamisaka Sekka - Dawn of Modern Japanese
Design, at the Art Gallery of New South Wales, I found a contemporary Japanese
work in the format of a long handscroll. The painting was by Tarõ Yamamoto and
126

Jeffrey Wechsler, ‘Abstract Art by Asian Americans’ in Weschler, ed., Asian Traditions, Modern
Expressions, 105.
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titled Fallen Petals on a White Line. This work was based on Nõh plays Sumida River
and Sakura River concerning two distraught mothers who set out on what became
long journeys, each searching for their kidnapped sons. One of them eventually met
the ghost of her son near the Sumida River and the other found her son at the Sakura
River. This mural scroll describes the long arduous journey and the sorrow of one
mother and the joy of the other.

Fig. 110. Tarõ Yamamoto, Fallen Petals on a White Line, 2012, with detail of the river image where a
paper stencil was used to make the swirling white design.

I saw this work as an amalgam of time-based abstraction, ornamentation and
narrative. The horizontal shape and long white stripe, the seasonal colours of plum
and cherry petals and the flattened treatment of the river all had an influence on my
next series of work.

I was intrigued by the term stylised, which appeared on many of the gallery labels
throughout this design exhibition. To stylise is defined as ‘depict or treat in a
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mannered and non-realistic style’. Example: gracefully shaped vases decorated with
stylised but recognizable white lilies127.

I would suggest that there is a difference between the simplification of natural forms
into a design associated with the decorative arts of Europe, and the Asian drive to
achieve the essence of nature through Qi (life force). The European way seeks to
clarify and simplify and the Asian way is to distil and suggest. Japanese decorative
painting brought the two together. It had links with the Euro/Western Art Nouveau
movement, which reflected the cross fertilization of Japonisme of the mid- to latenineteenth century in Europe.

ORNAMENTATION AND ABSTRACTION IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY.
In exploring ornamentation towards abstraction Marcus Bruderlin128 proposes that
there were two strands of Arab ornamentation that impacted on Modernism: the
geometric guilloche pattern, which then developed into pure geometric abstraction,
practised by artists such as Rodchenko, Mondrian, and Albers; and the arabesque
derived from plant forms, which belong to the organic branch with artists such as
Kandinsky, Matisse, Picasso, and Pollock (see fig 110). The latter artists were known
to have been influenced by African, Islamic and Oriental art.

Abstract art is most often defined as nonrepresentational or nonpictorial. However,
Bob Nickas129 suggests that, in recent decades, our conception of abstraction has
opened up to the whole gamut of human experience and reflection, embracing crosscultural influence, decorative arts traditions, issues of perception, visual metaphor,
hybridisation and paradox. He asks: if a representational picture offers an image of
how the world looks, then doesn’t it fall to abstraction to provide us with an image of
how the world feels?

Nickas goes on to talk about the concept of ‘image as abstraction,’ a hybrid form of
image making where elements are representational but create a world that is not
‘real’. He sees this as having possibilities for future explorations into abstraction:
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Oxford Dictionary of English Online (accessed July 6, 2015).
Markus Bruderlin, , ed., Ornament and Abstraction:The Dialogue between non-Western, Modern and
Contemporary Art (Riehen/Basel: Fondation Beyeler, 2001). Exhibition, Fondation Beyeler, June 10September 23, 2001.
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This formulation is at the heart of the subject of abstraction precisely because
it’s these hybridized pictures that not only create bridges between
representation and abstraction, but also open up abstraction to almost
limitless possibilities. Abstraction can be thought of as the ‘filter’ through
which the recognizable passes and is transformed.130

There are links here with Chinese Shanshui painting as it was the ‘idea’ of the
mountains and streams that became part of the repertoire of the traditional painters,
not the recording of a particular place.131 Also the close association of poetry and
painting made Shanshui an abstract form that included emotion in the form of poetry,
expressed through tacit knowledge of brush and ink and past observation, but rarely
a direct recording of nature.

In contemporary times I see Pat Steir, in her recent double-paneled works, as having
consciously used such a filter to abstract her waterfall imagery to create work made
by the journey of paint itself. These works become meditational, beautiful; based on
nature but not descriptive of nature. The beauty of paint is heightened by her use of
gold and silver to make the edges of the paint glisten as it finds its path:

As I am pursuing my idea, the painting becomes my counterpart: I am not
fighting it; it is more like a form of collaboration and cooperation. I spend a
long time looking at what has come about, and from there move on to the next
stage. I work with an awareness of how chaotic nature is; something that I do
not plan may happen. I paint water often, but I don’t depict it; it is the paint
itself that flows.132

In this exploration the idea of water and its movement, recorded on paper or canvas
as an actual journey of pigment, passes through the ‘filter of abstraction’ as Nickas
proposes, into a hybridised and paradoxical way of working. I see this as a form of
abstraction, somehow inclusive of ornamentation and emotion, which could be also
woven or juxtaposed with geometric elements.
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The word ‘ornamentation’133 (defined as decoration, adornment, embellishment,
ornament, trimming, accessories) implies the application or imposition of decoration
onto something; a surface treatment, which Modernists like Adolf Loos (1870-1933)
condemned as aesthetically ‘criminal’134.
Markus Brudelin135 challenges such Modernist attitudes and asks can ornamentation
be the bridge to a new global art? As the curator of the exhibition Ornament and
Abstraction he sought links between Islamic art, ornamentation and Western art.

I am seeking connections between painting and the decorative arts of Asia to build
on the rethinking of relations in the research of recent decades.
According to Bruderlin,136 ornamentation as abstraction has a long history; dating at
least from the Oriental development of the arabesque derived from the earlier
stylisation of plants, such as the Egyptian lotus, the Greek palmette and the Roman
acanthus leaf. All of these contributed to the development of the ornament in art. In
the nineteenth century the artists and architects of the Viennese School and the Art
Nouveau movement certainly used stylised forms in both structures and applied
arts, leading to more abstracted forms. Fig. 111 gives an example from the work of
Walter Crane.137
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Oxford American Writer’s Thesaurus online (accessed March 22, 2015).
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21, 1910.
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Walter Crane, Line & Form ( London: G. Bell & Sons, 1914).
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14, 2015).
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Fig. 111. Tree of Typical Pattern Forms, Units, and Systems, from Walter Crane, Line & Form.

Bruderlin also suggests that abstract painting in the twentieth century could be seen
as a continuation of the history of ornamentation and that when the West ‘jettisoned
mimesis’ after thousands of years we came closer to the aesthetics of distant
cultures, where ornamentation is still an integral part of the practice.138
BLOSSOM PAINTINGS
And so the following series was developed to explore the integration of the colour of a
season (Spring) with the looseness of stains, countered by a non-mathematical grid
as an opposing element. To do this I made photostencils from my ink drawings of
mist and ripples, so that I could repeat imagery throughout the subsequent series of
works. I also alluded to Kamisaka Sekka’s139 designs of water to make ‘ezi-cut’ plastic
paper stencils to incorporate into the compositions that were to follow.
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Bruderlin, ed., Ornament and Abstraction, 11.
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A long horizontal handscroll seemed the best way to present a sense of journeying
and landscape at the same time. I took the traditional idea of cherry blossom140 to
bring a pink cast to the Rives BFK paper. The freeform grid served as a foil for the
stained sections, interrupted by dark grids or opaque blocks of colour. This series,
which was also influenced by the blocks of flat colour in the work of Callum Innes
(1962-), adopted a minimalist aesthetic to evoke water flow, construction and an
atmosphere of Spring in China and Japan. I used ‘China Red’ Derivan acrylic wash;
later I neutralised the pink somewhat with washes of grey/green (see fig. 117).

Fig. 112. Studio process: Cherry Blossom - Ripples and Pleats, 2013, watercolour and ink wash with an
underlayer of Kamisaka Sekka-inspired stencil, screen-printed and brush-drawn ripples to emulate a
horizontal handscroll, variable dimensions.
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Cherry Blossom or sakura in Japanese is a symbol of the beginning of Spring. As the blossoms only
last for one to three weeks they are seen as an expression of the ephemeral nature of life.
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Fig. 113. Studio process: Detail of Cherry Blossom - Ripples and Pleats, 2013. Pinned installation,
variable dimensions.

Fig. 114. Left: Callum Innes, Exposed Painting Payne’s Grey, Red Violet on White, 1998.
Fig. 115. Right: Callum Innes, Exposed Charcoal, Black Red/ Yellow Oxide on White, 1999.
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Fig. 116. Studio process: Installation. Pieces of Cherry Blossom - Ripples and Pleats pinned to the
studio wall to try alternative installations, 30 x 160 cm., 2013.

Fig. 117. Studio process: Installation with the addition of pochoir stencilled falls, 80 x 130 cm., 2014.
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Fig. 118. Studio process: Various works with muted pinks, offset by geometric dark squares and
rectangles after Callum Innes, 2013.

The search for ways to represent the moods and voices of water led me to develop a
library of stencils as mentioned in Chapter Three – some hand-cut, hand-drawn and
then exposed onto silk screens. Through the confluence of thrown, poured or stained
ink on paper and the flattening of layers with stencils that imply movement, power
and spirituality in the broadest sense, I worked to create fresh visual connections
between Asian and Euro/Western art.
Contemporary American artists Philip Taaffe141 (1955-) and Emily Cheng142(1953both make work referencing Islamic and Asian cultures through various types of line:
the arabesque line, the iron-wire line, the water-flowing line as well as using paper cut
stencils. Like them, I aim to emphasise the connectedness across cultures by
exploring ways that show different sensibilities layered or juxtaposed into new works.
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INFRASTRUCTURE UNDONE BY NATURE
As I discussed in Chapter Five, the long scrolls or drops began to develop as paper
waterfalls, and three of these accompanied the rescue images in my exhibition The
Water Rushed in… representing the overwhelming force of water throughout time and
across cultures. It was a way of bringing together the form and content and making
the exhibition more coherent.

The photographic sources I used at this next stage included the work of the
aforementioned Japanese artist and photographer Shibata Toshio. Recognising the
environmental issues of water wasted through runoff, and damage to the built
environment, I developed the theme - Infrastructure Undone By Nature. 143 The
curator Fujimura Satomi in writing about Shibata’s work states that the artist is not
interested in water in nature, the sea or rivers but water processed and part of a
human built infrastructure.

In particular his depiction of falling water displays a ‘shape’ that is not possible
in natural waterfall. It may seem incongruous to use the word ‘shape’ of a
fluid, but water falling like a waterfall from a geometrically formed curve of a
dam weir or water motifs in the form of a regular, stylised wave pattern in the
surface of water falling from a dyke, are shapes that could not occur without
human intervention.144

Shibata’s black and white photos of water falling over dams and concrete structures
throughout Japan and America alerted me to the patterns in the fine films of water
slipping over hard man-made surfaces. I began to make hand-cut stencils based on
the looping and frothing of falling water using pochoir or screenprinting with ezi-cut
plastic paper stencils. (see fig. 121)
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The idea of infrastructure undone by nature is based on ideas drawn from the work of Toshio
Shibata.
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Fujimora Sutomi , “A Chosen Landscape”, in Toshio Shibata, Kotara Iizawa and Fujimura Satomi,
Toshio Shibata: Landscape (Tokyo: Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photography and Ryoki Yumiuri
Publications, 2009), 76.
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Fig. 119. Detail from Shibata Toshio, Grand Coulee Dam, Douglas County WA, 1996.

Fig. 120. Therese Kenyon, Infrastructure Undone by Nature 01, acrylic on canvas, 2013.
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Fig. 121. Studio process: Ezi-cut stencil for screenprinting and pochoir technique, 2013.

Fig. 122. Studio process: Texturing the background with a woodcut print taken from another found
incised board to simulate the built environment, 2013.
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Fig. 123. Studio process: Triptych development with woodcut or candle wax grid background texture to
indicate infrastructure. Overlays of ink wash and semi-dissolved screenprinting paste of descending
ripples, 2013.

Fig. 124. Studio process: Detail of descending ripples over woodcut as infrastructure, 2013.
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Fig. 125. Studio process: Installation of triptych. These dark waterfalls began to look more solid than
ephemeral and when turned upside down, resembled wooded mountains, alluding to Chinese Shanshui
traditions, 2013.

In building up the scrolls in the Infrastructure Undone by Nature series, I first laid
hand-cut stencils on top of screen-printed structural imagery to again juxtapose
fluidity with a grid-like ground. Later this would be poured with white paint to
emphasise the character of liquid falling down a flat built surface.

As mentioned earlier, Callum Innes (1962-) was another key influence as I sought the
balance of fluidity to solidity present in his paintings. Innes uses flat solid colour or
neutrals such as black and white offset by deep rich colour that has vertically flowed
and then been erased over and over. This process of extraction leaves evidence of
the flow of colour and creates its own graphic strength. These paintings appear quite
tightly designed, but retain a fluidity that is particularly relevant to my work. He refers
to that sense of a painting seemingly making itself, seeking;

…this detached point, where things seem to have just happened of their own
accord, so that when the viewer or even the artist himself approaches it, (the
painting) looks like it has developed by itself.145
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Eric de Chassey, “Callum Innes”, in Fiona Bradley and Elizabeth McLean, eds, Callum Innes: From
Memory (Edinburgh: Fruitmarket Gallery and Ostfildern, Germany: Hatje Cantz 2006), 131.
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Fig. 126. Studio process: Development of the diptych, Mountain/Water using pochoir stencil and poured
gouache over acrylic on linen, 2013.

Fig. 127. Therese Kenyon, Mountain/Water, acrylic on linen, 2013.

THE GRIDDED STAIN
In a further development along the lines of ‘paintings that make themselves’ I kept a
piece of fabric that had absorbed some spills from the wash paintings I had done
earlier. The ink wash had spread through the fabric along the warp and weft threads
and created a sort of gridded stain, (see fig. 128). I decided to take this further and
add it to the repertoire of imagery that could be described as ‘on the brink of
objectivity’ but related to water and its flow and containment. I was again reminded of
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Mondrian’s Pier and Ocean painting that utilised just vertical and horizontal marks to
allude to the built world, water and reflection.

I analysed the ink stain on cloth and photographed it as though it was a watercolour
painting on canvas. I then made a drawing of a series of spreading stains using
vertical and horizontal bands about half a centimetre in width. I used black acrylic
gouache on drafting film that had the dual purpose of being able to be exposed onto a
screen as well as being physically laid over another image. I painted the lines or
threads with a fine wolf hair Chinese brush keeping the sense of a grid (as I could
see guide lines underneath the film) but allowing the loose handmade lines to have
their own character.

I printed this screen over a four-metre long flung-ink painting, (see fig. 129) to
hybridise two different methodologies or painting traditions; abstract expressionism
and minimalism. I sought to create a confluence of two cultures by laying this woven
grid over a controlled accident. I was making a diagram of a spill based on an actual
soaked piece of cloth. (see Figs. 128 to 130).

Fig. 128. Studio processes: Ink soaked through onto a protective cloth that became the inspiration for
the gridded stain. It resembles South Asian or Indonesian Ikat weaving, 2013.
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Fig. 129. Studio process: Detail of warp and weft threads stained along in a linear pattern
dependent on the absorbency of the cloth. As with Ikat weaving there is a system but it is
softened by the ragged edges of the randomly stained threads, 2013.

Fig. 130. Therese Kenyon, Gridded Pools, 2015.

Fig. 131. Studio process: Flung-ink floor drawing on Canson Aquarelle 150cm x 400cm. The scale of the
work became overwhelming and the pooling imagery seemed too strong, February 2015.
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Fig. 132. Studio process: The gridded stain image was screenprinted in black and white to hover like
clouds over the drawing underneath, 2015.

The pooling of the ink in Fig. 129 though overwhelming, led me to the swirling,
flattened imagery of water in Japanese decorative painting where the water
becomes a curvilinear design. This is evident in the contemporary Yamamoto design
above, (see fig 109), and below in the Ogata Kôrin146 painting from the seventeenth
century, (see fig. 131) which was the inspiration for the stencils in the ink and
gouache paintings on Somerset smooth paper (see figs.135-37).
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Ogata Kôrin (1658-1716) Reputed to be the father of Rinpa style of Japanese decorative painting.
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Fig. 133. Ogata Kôrin Red and White Plum Blossoms, dated to Edo period, 18th century.

Fig. 134. Studio process: Swirling water design painted with black acrylic gouache on drafting film in
preparation for screenprinting. Loosely based on a small section of Ogata Kôrin’s painting, 2015.

Fig. 135. Studio process: Testing another way of dipping fragile Japanese kozo paper by rolling and
steeping it in ink wash in a small round container, 2015.
Fig. 136. Studio process: Water-based crayon stroked onto the resulting stained kozo paper to reference
rain after Fu Baoshi, 2015.
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Fig. 137. Therese Kenyon, Rain into the River 01, ink and resist on washi paper, 2015.

Fig. 138. Therese Kenyon, Rain on the River 02, ink and gouache on Arches paper, 2015.
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Fig. 139. Therese Kenyon, Mist over the River, ink and gouache on Arches paper, 2015.

CONCLUSION
This chapter opened by describing how the influence of Japanese decorative art led
to experiments with the idea of stylization leading from nature to abstraction.
In this process I used the photographs of Toshio Shibata as reference for falling
water patterns and drew on Pat Steir’s adoption of the action of falling water as a
graphic time-based image. Callum Innes was influential in showing how fluidity and
erasure can be held in a geometric configuration as a counter to the drips and stains
of wateriness. I also have combined the certainty of a stencil with the erasure and
flow of water-soluble gouache, ink and washes. Phillip Taaffe and Emily Cheng are
contemporary artists who quote the decorative arts of Islamic and Asian traditions,
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combined with computer graphics and design in the case of Cheng, and
screenprinting in the case of Taffe.
I have thus hybridised the monochromatic atmospherics of early Chinese Shanshui
painting (Tang Dynasty 618-906) layered with the Japanese proclivity for flattened
design147 by using stencils to create my imagery. I referenced Japanese artists such
as Taro Yamamoto, Kamisakka Sekka, Ogata Kôrin and Toshio Shibata in the last
series of works on paper. Sumi-e flung ink is a tradition in both China and Japan and
I have sought to connect the dynamism of such ‘action painting’ with wet-in-wet
layers that are disrupted by a sweep of erasure to create strong but meditational
images of water.
The writings of Marcus Bruderlin and Robert Nickas have expanded my
understanding of the breadth of contemporary art practice including the many paths
towards abstraction. Thus they have contributed to my reflections and reinforced my
progress in this studio-based research. I was seeking a form of abstraction that was
not a purely geometric approach, but based on the most natural of elements - water.
I was looking for ways of connecting – of melding patterns, movement and
stylisation in Asian art with systems and structures in Western forms of art.
Nature (water) is a connecting and overarching reality that crosses cultures to enable
a more empathetic philosophy about the interconnectedness of all things and a way
to live our lives.
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Rinpa and the decorative paintings of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in Japan.
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CONCLUSION

Bachelard gently urges us to take the lessons of water to heart, to see by
means of water. Water calls for a seeing in depth and also a seeing beyond:
‘The lake or pool or stagnant water stops us near its bank. It says to our will:
you shall go no further; you should go back to looking at distant things, at the
beyond’.148

This exegesis has recorded the studio processes involved in creating a body of work
that explores water as imagery, matter and medium referencing painting traditions
from Asia and the West.

Having been interested in the issues of water management and ecology for some
time, I began this doctoral project by addressing my original research questions:

What are the meanings of water in the contemporary world? How could I
explore this motif using water as both image and matter? How might a body of
artwork reflecting on China’s refurbishment of its Grand Canal contribute new
perspectives to the field of ecologically-driven contemporary arts practice? 149

Taking a specific example, such as the Grand Canal, highlighted issues and
consequences of water management that could be extrapolated to apply just about
anywhere in the world as most countries have their battles with water and its
redirection or containment.

Human engineering of water is evidence of our attempt to control forces greater than
ourselves and, as I suggest in ‘Our Designs on Water’ (my ironically-titled studio
diaries), our best-laid plans for water don’t always work out as we might like.

However, while I began my studio-based research with this somewhat
social/ecological documentary approach, my art practice soon expanded to an
exploration of the poetic potentials of the painting process and of fluid media. This
148
149

Joanne H. Stroud, Foreword, Bachelard, Water and Dreams,16.
T. Kenyon, diary note, July 18, 2013.
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shift in emphasis was signficantly influenced by reading Bachelard’s Water and
Dreams, which opened up ways of using painting and drawing to meld experiential,
historical and psychological elements in my studio research.

Taking a phenomenological approach, I imagined first the ‘voice of water’, then being
‘at war with water’ and finally ‘water as meditation’. These themes, borrowed from
Bachelard, provided an overarching structure to my studio research. The Grand
Canal as an industrial waterway became the inspiration for my reverie on the ‘voice of
water’ as quiet, abject and trapped into service as a conduit for human development.

The other key theme that drove the transformation of my studio practice and linked to
the time I have spent in China, was an exploration of the potential for cross-cultural
influence. The result is a confluence of two rivers of thought and material practice –
one Eastern, the other Western.

In my Introduction, ‘Water and Culture’, I refer to the reverence for the power and
symbolism of water evident in the world’s religious and cultural traditions and
expressed through art, most notably in traditional Chinese landscape painting
(Shanshui):

Using water as image and matter, what can I bring as an artist to the
exploration of the Chinese tradition of Shanshui (landscape) painting and the
West’s development of abstraction?’

How did the cross-cultural influences in the traditions of painting begin
between the West and the ‘Oriental mode’?

Fieldwork has contributed vitally to this project. This began with my residency in
Beijing, where I spent time exploring the Grand Canal and discovering the paintings
and works of art depicting its history. All this became a conduit for environmental,
cultural and philosophical reflection. Later my fieldwork in the United States allowed
me to see first-hand at Yale University Art Gallery the small ink and gouache
paintings of Mu Xin. At the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York I saw the Kangxi
and the Qianlong scrolls featuring the ancient Grand Canal.
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Through the Columbia University website connected to the Metropolitan Museum, I
studied several painted handscrolls of the Kanxi and Qing Dynasty, (referred to in
Chapter One ‘Looking East’), depicting the Emperor’s Southern Inspection Tours. In
particular Numbers Four and Six illustrate the Emperor’s travels to view flood
alleviation works on the Yellow River and the Grand Canal. At the Metropolitan
Museum in New York I marvelled at their detail, use of multi-point perspective and
subtlety of colour.

I have also drawn on David Hockney’s 1973 film about two similar scrolls, comparing
them for evidence of European influence that accounts for shifts in their pictorial
perspective. I have also built on Hockney’s discussion of the different ways of seeing
not only physically but also philosophically:

What sort of contemporary practices point to the past through the study of
traditional scroll paintings and expanded concepts of pictorial space?

How might one compare the American Abstract Expressionists with Chinese
traditional painters and find evidence of cultural exchange or influence?

Both Eastern and Western artists have celebrated the 'accident' and the
unexpected as 'divine' (Leonardo150 and Shitao) so how might we compare
and contrast these two cultural approaches as regards their valuing of
immediacy and randomness?

Also at the Metropolitan was the 1990 painting by Pat Steir, Sixteen Waterfalls of
Dreams, Memories and Sentiment, hung alongside Agnes Martin’s Untitled from
1984. In Boston I saw the work of printmaker/painter Michael Mazur, who also was
influenced by visits to China, and at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles
I saw the 1959 painting by Mark Tobey titled Lake, a small gouache on paper. He
also was seeking a connection between East and West. At the same time I came
across the exhibition of Toshio Shibata’s photographs in Santa Monica. It was a
revelation and contributed to the ways of abstracting water flow in my work.
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MacCurdy, Notebooks of Leonardo, 873.
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Of key importance in my research was the metaphoric use of water as a substance
that is so everyday to all humanity, but remains a mystery on many levels: its
chemistry, its physics, its behavior, forever constant yet changing. In visualising the
properties of water I referred to Leonardo Da Vinci’s schematic analysis of water flow
in his Deluge and other drawings and this brought the idea of resistance to water to
the forefront of my study.

The work generated from this influence led to Chapter Three’s construction and
resistance imagery: an interpretation of the consequence of the planned changes to
China’s water supply. I was struck by Chinese determination for progress at any cost,
mentioning the Three Gorges Dam Project as an example of destruction and
reconstruction of the environment and the disregard for balance between heritage
and human needs.

In registering water’s symbolic power, I have reflected on our metaphoric conceptions
of water: on the notion of fluidity as a way of living, of ‘going with the flow’, a way of
adapting to change.

In Chapter Two, ‘Water as Image and Matter’, I consider an interpretation of Deleuze
and Guattari’s rhizomic metaphor in seeking to describe the smooth space of water
as a free-flowing substance always finding a level. Its similarity as a metaphor to the
Tao in its search for harmony and balance convinced me to trust fluid processes in
the studio as well - the sense of floating within the ‘chain of ponds’ of my thoughts.

New research questions developed and changed my focus as I worked through
different influences. The question that led to eschewing the complexity of the
construction imagery and the flooding documentary style was:

How can I make paintings that give the sense of something without actually
picturing it?

This led to the dipped drawings illustrated in Chapter Four, ‘Paintings that Make
Themselves’: the creation of these works relied on the water’s non-movement or
stagnation.
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In this chapter I describe how I came to manipulate or manage the action or
characteristics of water to create the image. These works dealt with contamination
and ‘heavy waters’ creating particular effects through evaporation and sediment
deposits on dipped and soaked papers. Water was thus the vehicle and agent
carrying ink and gouache over the terrain of paper and canvas, with the capacity of
the ink bath providing an edge or meniscus stain.

My research questions expanded as I sought connections between Eastern and
Western art histories and artists’ practices. I identified artists who were in a crosscultural stream, Western artists influenced by the East and Asian artists influenced by
the West: Mu Xin, Pat Steir, Fu Bao Shi, Yun Fei Ji, Emily Cheng, Phillippe Taaffe,
Toshio Shibata , Kamisaka Sekka and Callum Inness among others. I was also
influenced by Clarke’s Water and Art, a history of water in art as a genre, and by
Nickas’s more recent writing on new elements in abstraction.

The Chinese American artist Mu Xin was a major influence as an Asian artist who
adopted and adapted certain Modernist principles and materials to create a crossover
between the two cultures. Pat Steir, an American painter/printmaker, directly quoted
Chinese art in her waterfall series of paintings and prints. The idea of ‘paintings that
make themselves’ was a common thread, relating to immediacy of mark making and
‘action painting’ where the splash and drips of ink suspended in water become the
image just as in early Chinese Shanshui and Sumi-e painting in Japan.

In my search for artists of Asian descent influenced by Western art, I drew Weschler’s
Asian Traditions, Modern Expressions. He connects Asian artists’ practice of Q’i (life
force or spirit) in making ink paintings and compares it with American Abstract
Expressionism and Modernism, noting the growth of interest in Zen and the Tao in
the West in the first half of the twentieth century.

In Discrepant Abstraction, a collection of essays edited by Kobena Mercer, Stanley K.
Abe challenges Clement Greenberg’s assertion that American Abstract
Expressionists, such as Robert Motherwell, Franz Kline and Jackson Pollock, owed
no debt to Asian art, while Clarke and Weschler document Asian connections in the
works of Mark Tobey, Brice Marden, Michael Mazur, Pat Steir, and others.
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As I researched further I realized that Chinese ink painting was always temporal,
concerned with time passing expressed through the seasons and the natural world. It
was abstract but looking towards a different way of understanding the world. It was a
romantically tinged and metaphysically filtered vision of landscape painting.151

As well as considering water as a vehicle for poetic reflection, I was also intrigued by
the chemistry of the inks and gouaches suspended in water that I was using to create
imagery of mists and storms. Paul Carter’s discussion of the chemical structure of
colloids, in Material Thinking, provided an interesting link with the sediments and
substances I used to generate imagery of dissolution, staining and dispersal. Water
becomes a vehicle to carry evidence of movement, flow and evaporation. I have thus
sought to align the chemistry with the metaphysical in attempting to occupy a space
of strong yet contemplative art. In this regard I was influenced by Pat Steir, Callum
Innes, Mu Xin, Shitao, Fu Baoshi and Agnes Martin.

As previously mentioned the work of Japanese artist Toshio Shibata also had a major
impact on my project. His black and white photographs of water flowing over manmade structures added another theme in my work – Infrastructure Undone by Nature.
This motif using water as image, emerges continually throughout my studio work, and
appears in the long paper scrolls that featured in the exhibition The Water Rushed
In… in 2014. They were used as portals on either side of an image of three people
escaping from a devastating storm surge in the Netherlands in 1953.

In Chapter Five, ‘Fluidity and Precariousness’, I discuss this exhibition, which
represented something of a diversion from abstraction into figuration. Research into
the imagery around flooding and rescue took me from an early Chinese disaster
painting through to the photographs of the 1953 storm surge in Zeeland, to televised
imagery of the Japanese tsunami in 2010 and Hurricane Sandy in 2012.

Creating the series within the overarching theme of Fluidity and Precariousness, I
used a different methodology and subject: a narrative voice and the use of the ‘ironwire-line’ to depict piggy-back rescue images recorded in the media of the day for
each historic flood. This strategy led to two further questions:
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How can I create works that include figuration and documentation without
sinking back into old methods and processes. Also how can I give voice
through painting to the effect of these water events on people’s lives?

I researched art historical records to reference this piggy-back image and noted how
it is very like a wartime image. This observation fitted my imagining of humans being
in conflict with water, or my theme of fluidity and precariousness.

Layering of drafting film in these works emphasised a sense of ambiguity and of
being overwhelmed by forces outside ourselves. This is more a psychological view of
water and its symbolism as a destructive force, in line with Bachelard’s notion of
water as malevolent in nature, and of our being ‘at war with water’.

In exploring how my work may have relevance to ecologically-driven contemporary
art, I refer to the Chinese artist Yun-Fei Ji as an example of a contemporary artist
using traditional techniques to comment on governments’ responsibility to the future
of their communities. In his long handscrolls he refers to the evacuation of villages to
make way for Three Gorges Dam Project and, taking a global view, uses the same
techniques to document Hurricane Katrina in Florida.

The threat of flooding was one of the key drivers for the imagery in my exhibition ‘The
Water Rushed in…’ My images of rescues and evacuations, including Capricious,
Exodus, Tempest and Evacuate are taken from our media during turbulent water
events. They are also designed to remind us of the current refugee crisis where
displaced populations are moving around the world on water and land – also a
constant reminder of fluidity and precariousness.

I changed scale with my long dripped scrolls titled Runoff and Portals, inspired by a
sense of the overwhelming beauty of falling water in Shanshui painting and Japanese
prints, as well as Toshio Shibata’s photographs and Pat Steir’s work from the 1990s.

In the last year of my study I shifted focus from the narrative form to exploring the
possibilities inherent in abstraction through ornamentation, citing the influence of
Japanese decorative painting and the Abstract Expressionists, as well as earlier
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flung-ink practitioners from Asia. Building on my experiments with dipping and
evaporation for ‘paintings that make themselves’, I began to use flung-ink in
combination with screenprinted curvilinear coded designs for water, which had been
developed by the Japanese artist Ogata Korin in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries.

In returning to calmer meditational waters I created hybrid images using the energy of
flung-ink, overlaid with flattened water-flow patterns disrupted by surface disturbance,
alluding to flux and fluidity.

This research has opened up a significant channel of discussion, by bringing together
artists from different historical and geographical backgrounds who have not been
aligned or compared previously, and who have contributed to a nuanced global
artistic culture. I want to count myself in that arena and my objective was to transform
my practice by engaging in a deep exploration of materials and applied research.

Assessing the ways I have reinvented my own practice in the exploration of this
theme, I have concluded that the immersion in process and material experimentation
has been the most fruitful element. Moving away from the initial documentary
approach, I became much more engaged in the studio experience, recognising it as a
phenomenological and poetic methodology. I learned to trust that the works would
evolve and interconnect without me pushing and over-deliberating. Going with the
flow in the studio, but recognising when I have hit a barrier and need to go around is
what has become key to my thinking. Like water, I have learned to keep moving and
yet remain constant to the integrity of the work.

The physical act of making the work and learning through touch and bodily
engagement built up my knowledge of materials and processes. While devising
experiments, recording results and documenting shifts in thinking I have experienced
Ross Gibson’s notion of being ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ the processes simultaneously.
This has changed my understanding of the subtler nuances of my own motivation and
practice.

As the element that allows us to live and continue as a species, water carries a
freight of political and social questions regarding its distribution and management well
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into the next century. As Bachelard writes, Water calls for a seeing in depth and also
a seeing beyond. As artists we have the capacity to see in this way, to record,
interpret and design the ways that water will be regarded in the centuries to come.
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APPENDIX 1 MU XIN

THE INFLUENCE OF CHINESE ARTIST, MU XIN.

In 2004 I discovered the catalogue/book The Art of Mu Xin: Landscape Paintings and
Prison Notes - a substantial publication by world-renowned experts on Chinese art.
Authors Jonathan Hay, Richard M. Barnhart, Wu Hung and Alexandra Munroe
provide major essays linking Mu Xin’s (1927-2011) practice to modernist Western
traditions as well as tracing his Chinese roots. I knew nothing about him or much
about the history of Chinese painting when I began. I was primarily attracted to the
subtleties of his monochromatic works on paper.

Fig.1. Mu Xin. Noon Thunder in the Shade of a Banyan Tree. Ink and gouache on paper, 1979.

Mu Xin was born Sun Pu in 1927. At the founding of the People’s Republic of China
in 1949, Mu Xin was one of a group Western-influenced artists, having graduated
from the Shanghai Fine Art Institute the year before. As I read about his life as an
artist and poet, I learned that he was equally influenced by the art of the European
Renaissance, Chinese Shanshui (landscape) painting and European Modernism.
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Mu Xin was from a literati family that was persecuted during the Cultural Revolution in
China. From Munroe's research I found that Mu Xin himself had been incarcerated in
state prison in 1956 and 1968, for six months each time. He was also in solitary
confinement in a Red Guard people's prison from 1971-72, after which he was
sentenced to hard labour in a factory for seven years - then under house arrest from
1977 to 1979. During that period he painted on available European paper and wrote
essays and poems in minute calligraphic handwriting on Xuan paper, sewing them
into his clothes so that they would not be found. When he was finally released he
moved to the USA in 1983 and lived in New York until two years before his death
back in China in 2011.

Alexandra Munroe in her introduction to the book proposes that the most important
strategy for modern Asian artists was to define a space that absorbs the cultures of
traditional Asia, the classical West, and of modernity. She suggests that Mu Xin was
successful in arriving at a synthesis of these three cultures without making a
pastiche, and managed to create a sense of self-evident wholeness that resonates
with all three cultures.

The paintings by Mu Xin in the catalogue and now in the collection of Yale School of
Art Museum were produced during the period 1977-79 when he was under house
arrest. All are ink and gouache on paper.

The introduction of gouache by Chinese artists as a substitute for oils is key as it
allowed for more tactility and surface interest and was adopted by Lin Fengmien
(1900-1991) from his European studies and brought to Shanghai where he was the
Head of the Art School and influenced Mu Xin.

My initial attraction to the art of Mu Xin was the power of his black and white
drawings/paintings and his handling of light, surface and space. I was intrigued by the
layered textures, the structure of his work and the inventiveness of the mark making.
As Jonathon Hay152 points out Mu shows himself fascinated by the beauty of spills,
mess, decay, pollution, ooze and mould-like growths...

152

Jonathon Hay pg. 35
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Fig.2. Mu Xin. Half Thousand Li of the Rou River. Ink on gouache on paper, 1979.

Munroe links these paintings with the dreamscapes of the Surrealists and in particular
the decalcomania works of Max Ernst, as well as photographic negatives and
romantic painters such as Turner. The non-gestural approach and build-up of
surfaces linked his knowledge of early Chinese art with Renaissance art and in
particular that of Leonardo da Vinci. His poetic titles often reference ancient places
and earlier painters.

His use of gouache in combination with ink has been a major influence on the work in
this project. As both ink and gouache can recharge when wet they combine well and
look similar and both dry with a matte finish. The monochromatic layering of printed
ink washes and gouache print imagery produced a harmonious surface with intriguing
darks and lights. The resulting palimpsest on paper and canvas melded textures of
wash and grids representing contained or constructed channels for water, with
movement and flow lines in white gouache lacing the surfaces.

Mu Xin returned to China when he was 76. He died aged 84 on Dec 21, 2011 in his
hometown of Wuzhen, China.
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APPENDIX 2: PAT STEIR

THE INFLUENCE OF PAT STEIR

Fig.1. Screenshot from http://rockchix.canalblog.com/archives/2015/05/30/32139090.html (accessed
January 10, 2016).

Pat Steir was born in New Jersey in 1940. She studied graphic art at the Pratt
Institute, Brooklyn, New York with Richard Lindner and Philip Guston in the late
1950s. She continued studying at Boston University from 1958-60 but gained her
BFA at the Pratt Institute in 1962.

Throughout the 1960s she worked as a book illustrator and designer, becoming an
art director at Harper & Rowe Publishing Company, New York, from 1966-70.
From 1970-73 she taught at the Parsons School of Design, Princeton University, and
Hunter College, then lived in Los Angeles and taught at the California Institute of the
Arts.

From 1975-78 Steir travelled through the USA and Europe. She became a founding
board member of Printed Matter bookshop, New York, as well as Heresies Magazine.
She was also on the editorial board of Semiotext.
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In 1991 she received an Honorary Doctorate of Fine Art from Pratt Institute, Brooklyn
and in 2002 became an Alumni Honoree at both Pratt Institute and Boston University.

Pat Steir has a long and varied practice including printmaking, painting, drawing and
installation work. She has been connected to Crown Point Press over many years
and has given many interviews, and her lengthy bibliography traces her career from
New York to Europe and Asia. She is a feminist and theoretician and writer as well as
a painter. She has ensured that she speaks for herself in the many publications about
her life and work.

It was in the early 1980s that Steir travelled to Japan with Crown Point Press and
made her first woodcut using Japanese techniques. Helen Frankenthaler also began
to make woodcuts that resembled stain paintings at this time. Steir however began to
be interested in sumi-e ink painting and the contemplative process that proceeds the
action of flung ink onto canvas or paper. As John Stomberg observes:

Steir’s waterfall paintings also derive part of their essence from Sumi-e
painting. They are not copies of this form of Japanese art, but Steir uses the
technique as the basis for hers – the results are significantly different.153

I first became aware of Pat Steir in 1995 when I was given the monograph by
Thomas McEvilley.154 Initially I was intrigued by her exploration of Post-Modernism
through painting styles, as she was quoting from all genres and cross civilizations
when she included Japanese artists in her analysis. Later, her development of
waterfall imagery through thrown paint became more influential to me. The question
that she poses continues to exercise artists in general:

What do I see – What can I see?

How does my work relate to Pat Steir’s? Mainly in terms of waterfall imagery that
relies on gravity and ink or paint to create themselves. Her work, in oils, is

153

John, Stomberg. Looking East: Brice Marden, Michael Mazur, Pat Steir. Seattle and
London: University of Washington Press, 2002. Related exhibition, Boston University Art
Gallery, January 18-February 24, 2002.
154
Thomas, McEvilley. Pat Steir. New York: Harry N Abrams, 1995.
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conceptually based around rules that she devises, just as I do. I too am creating
imagery through the action or characteristics of water itself; such as flowing, falling,
evaporating, pooling, using only water-based materials, predominantly
monochromatic, with a narrative in mind to feed the image.

Unlike Steir, I entertained several ideas around the issue of wasted water flowing and
forming patterns over constructed and often gridded surfaces that align with the
fantasy of human control of water. Further, I incorporated Chinese painting traditions
in the use of line such as ‘the iron wire line’ and ‘the flowing water line’ to describe a
narrative about fear of uncontrolled water.

Similarly to Steir, I do not depict water as much as allow the water/pigment to flow
over a gridded and screenprinted base. In this way I am combining a sense of
randomness over a deliberate act to underpin the idea that there is a duality within
the form of these paintings that arises from nature and reiterates that we are also part
of it.

Steir was influenced by Chinese and Japanese painting and explored the methods
and philosophy of Buddhism and Zen from the early 1980s when she visited Japan in
1981. She was already well known for The Brueghel Series-A Vanitas of Style (198284), her series of sixty four panels based on the still life, Flowers in a Blue Vase, by
Jan Brueghel the Elder. She had set about researching what Post-Modernism was by
selecting the stylistic marks made by various famous artists. She succeeded in reconstituting via oil-painted panels the overall image by Brueghel, through quotations
of other artist’s styles.

When I did the Brueghel painting, I discovered japonisme through studying
impressionists, and through japonisme, I went back to an early love of mine,
since student days, of Chinese landscape painting. I came across a reference
to thrown ink painting. It fit in with my interest in process, painting through
chance.
I got interested in that process and felt that it was part of a conceptual
structure for a process of randomness.
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She followed this with imagery of moons, rivers, night skies and waves that morphed
into waterfalls. This became her next breakthrough in her research into painting. She
regards herself as an investigator who is exploring perception, matter and time.

What do we really know? That’s the underlying subject of all my work. Seeing
and knowing and sensing. For me, it’s a poetic research, not a scientific
research. But I’ve always liked mathematics and science. I’m a quasiscientist.155

Her titles are romantic and based on Japanese and Chinese pictorial traditions but as
von Drathen156 claims their influence on her work is manifest in an attitude not
pictorially.

It wasn’t until the early 1990s that Steir jettisoned the use of monochrome and
adopted colour in her waterfall paintings. Her later works have an intense spirituality
for me and satisfy in their simplicity and completeness. They have been compared to
Barnett Newman’s zips. However, Steir’s dripped and layered surfaces are not
flattened fields as with Newman’s but similarly divided fields that are pulsating
surfaces separated by vertical ragged edges implying a ‘soft’ geometry - a
coexistence between order and the sublime.

I was clearly influenced by her earlier waterfalls in grey, black, white and silver and
how they question the idea of what you perceive and what the materiality of the paint
is able to impart. In my imagery of flooding on long scrolls of paper the falling water
was allowed to extend or to ‘spill’ onto the floor. The white gouache pigment was
thrown in layers and had the consistency of creamy milk. It fell naturally in lines of
drips and followed the path created by the screen printed lines or ripples that had
already been printed onto the scrolls. The supporting paper was strong enough to be
saturated in thickened milky white paint onto the floor where it stayed until fully dry.
This took around five days.

155

156

Doris Von Drathen, Pat Steir Paintings. New York: Charta, 2007,19.
Ibid.
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The action of water led also to the evaporation drawings that were stripped of any
sort of direct imagery but implied water edges, lakes, canals and rivers. I took a step
back and created a quasi-scientific experiment myself to see what would happen
when paper was dipped into ink baths, withdrawn and dried. I thought - the less
imagery the better. I had often felt that as an artist I had supplied too much
information to be able to attain the ambiguity and awe that I envisaged. How much
reality was needed to experience a contemplative state of mind?
This project was an investigation into planned randomness drawn from Pat Steir and
her quest to seek awe in and through painting.

Fig.2. Pat Steir Dusk, 2007. Oil on canvas 340.4 x 546.7 cm.
http://www.cheimread.com/exhibitions/2007-11-09_pat-steir/gallery/checklist (accessed Jan 10, 2016).
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APPENDIX 3
Hitachi paper experiments from diary notes, 2011.

May 2011
I started using Japanese Hitachi medium weight kozo paper purchased from
Melbourne Etching Supplies. I liked its embossed woodgrain surface that looks like
flowing water. It is Itameshi (board dried paper), unsized, with pronounced grain.

I am making some ink paintings. This paper dries more closely to the depth of tone
that was applied and does not fade as much as other Asian papers on drying. It
almost looks like fabric; it flops like fabric and is very forgiving after drying. It is pulpy
and pills a lot when wet if the surface is roughed up too much. I have 20 sheets to
play with and they could all represent water on a long canal journey.

22 May 2011
First attempt: I used the Chinese paste medium to make marks on a sheet of Hitachi.
I then use long brushstrokes of ink across the dried resist. The underside of the
Hitachi paper suddenly takes on a new feel. It looked like a contained body of water,
but with storm and clouds around the edges. The woodgrain embossing in the paper
does resonate with a sense of waterflow. Marks made with resist show through to the
back of the paper, which is very absorbent like blotting paper.

Fig. 1. The Chinese liquid medium that can be mixed with ink and colour to provide an edge and prevent
bleeding of colours.
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I like the inadvertent, accidental feel. Also I flooded the front with a weak solution of
white gouache which has left a deposit on the back of the paper as if it were a filter.
This fits with the idea of paintings that make themselves through the actions and
behaviour of water.

Fig. 2. The Chinese paste absorbs the ink without bleeding and leaves shadowy marks and the white
deposit of gouache soaked through to the other side.

August 2011
My intention was to use the woodgrain embossing as a simulacra of water by staining
and then printing construction lines by taking impressions from a found object – a
cutting board with many grooves cut inti it in the construction of furniture, cabinetry
and sculptures. These impressions formed the underpainted irregular grid that
evokes bamboo scaffolding and the contemporary fast and furious construction in
modern China. The re-construction of the Grand Canal is the imagined basis of these
images.

As the large woodcut panel was inadvertently removed from our studio complex, I
arranged to have my photos of it turned into photostencils through Wombat Graphics
and Peter Leis screen-printing suppliers in Annandale, Sydney.
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Fig.3. Using a pinpress and a baren to print monotypes on Hitachi Japanese paper .

Studio process:
Lay paper on impervious surface and plan registration on cloth-covered table-top.
Paint gestural diluted ink onto the thin lightweight foam plate and then lower paper
onto it and apply pressure with the baren.
Three coloured or tinted inks are used initially; mid grey, magenta grey and blue grey.
The idea to use tinted black ink is borrowed from the Chinese artist Li Guong who
contrasted a bronze with a blue black in her ink paintings.

Fig.4. Ink wash sponged onto thin rubber plate and Hitachi paper lowered onto the wash drawing and
burnished with a baren.

This paper is very weak when wet. This is probably not why the paper was made as
it is good with screenprinting on the surface as well as relief printing. The woodgrain
shows through with light pressure and not too much burnishing as the wetter the ink
the more the paper is soaked like weak blotting paper. But when dry, it reclaims its
strength. As previously noted this paper absorbs the ink and dries close in tone to the
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initial application, unlike mulberry which always seems to dry lighter than the ink
applied.

17 August
Have printed a section of roof from my image of the abandoned amusement park
near the Great Wall in China. This screen is very detailed in its architectural
information with a classic single point perspective I like to use. The roof section acts
as a cap over the vessel or cradle shape. This is followed by gestural strokes with a
large horsehair calligraphy brush in blue-black and blue. The screen print is revealed
under the washes, creating an ephemeral layer with pencil construction lines for an
imagined building.

Fig. 5. Vessel, 2012.

NB The screenprinted grid seems harsh. The construction prints can be seen as an
imposition. Perhaps the water lines can be smudged and faded down with medium.
The woodgrain Hitachi also looks good with drawn lines. It was paradoxical to have
printed an image of a woodcut onto paper that has a woodgrain.
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Have finished the Hitachi paper series and am happy with the overall ephemeral look
to the work. I see them as drawings over layers that have been partly accidentally on
purpose and partly planned. This juxtaposition between the unknowable and the
knoweable reflects my interest in the two different approaches to painting from East
and West.
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APPENDIX: 4. THE WATER RUSHED IN…

Fig.1. Therese Kenyon, Installation of The Water Rushed in… 2014.

PRESS RELEASE- The Water Rushed in… Exhibition at Brenda May Gallery

Annex 15 August – 6 September 2014.
This installation takes a narrative form around the idea of water as an expression of
precariousness. Drawing on a centuries-old painting of the flooding of the Yellow
River, the artist uses the Chinese traditional iron wire line (a precursor to manga) as
an illustrative element, alongside Asian pictorial structures such as albums and
scrolls, to create a new sequence of works.

The rescue image seemed to me to define humanity’s drive to control water
because the heartbreak and reality of loss is etched into our brains from ancient
stories of ‘the great flood’, which crosses into most cultures. TK
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The unifying imagery of people being piggybacked and physically rescued is based
on a recurring narrative across time. The pictorial references in this exhibition were
collected from The Grand Canal Museum, Hanzhou, China, as well as The Delta Plan
Museum, in the Netherlands. They include photographs documenting the storm surge
in Zeeland in 1953 as well as televised footage of Hurricane Sandy on the east coast
of North America in 2012. Eyewitness accounts from both storms magnify the sense
of danger and helplessness, and make additional text images.

‘Finally, there were thirteen of us standing in a small loft on top of the beds,
with our heads against the roof beams.’
An oral account of the 1953 disaster, on display at the Delta Plan Museum.

‘You know nothing is going to save you unless it is a helping hand or someone
that’s going to go above and beyond…’
Part of an oral account from a Police officer, T.J. Manzo Jr. after Hurricane Sandy
2012, in the collection library.monmouth.ed

Fig. 2. Installation view of paintings on canvas and text piece.

The use of text as image reinforced the intentional use of narrative in my work. This
text (see fig.2) was drawn from the survivor accounts of the Zeeland flood in 1953.
The text on the opposite wall came from the collected interview of the twenty-year-
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old police officer Manzo Jr. from New Jersey.157 The words in bold are the text for the
opposite wall under the layered drawings of rescues in The Water Rushed In…

Excerpt: It's easy to judge people who have a different background from mine;
but, then again, when something as powerful as a natural disaster occurs -- it
makes everybody equal. Everybody's fending for themselves. Everybody's in
the same danger. It doesn't matter how much money you have or where you
came from-- you're just as equally in that danger. You know nothing is
going to save you unless it's a helping hand or someone that's going to
go above and beyond. So, the storm has definitely put everything in
perspective.
T.J. Manzo Jr.

Storms and floods will continue and we will devise ways to temporarily ‘beat’ water,
but nature loves surprises and can overwhelm our designs and infrastructure and
undermine our desires and plans.

157

Superstormresearchlab.org. Creative Commons. Now held in the Monmouth University library in New
Jersey USA. library.monmouth.edu/main/.../oral-histories-about-super-storm-sandy.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Alum water: A solution of alum crystals dissolved in water to inhibit the absorbency of
the surface of paper. Thus providing a faint resist to ink wash or colour on unsized
papers.
Chine Collé: From Proof -The rise of printmaking in Southern California. Getty
Publications in association with Norton Simon Museum 2011.
A technique in which an extremely thin piece of paper is glued atop a standard piece of
paper, before being run through a press. Ink is absorbed by the thinner layer, creating
a finer impression than is possible on the more substantial paper, underneath. Chine is
French for China, and refers to the thin Asian papers originally used for the process:
collé is French for glued.
Pochoir: A technique of dapping with a sponge through a cut stencil to make a print.
Decalcomania: A technique used by some surrealist artists that involves pressing
paint between sheets of paper and pulling apart to create melting and grainy spongelike effects, simulating rocks and caves.
Guohua: Images painted with traditional Chinese pigments and ink on a ground of
Xuan paper or silk, and is generally translated as 'traditional Chinese painting'.
Hitachi: Heavy duty paper made with mulberry and kozo leaves and sometimes
embossed with wood grain laid texture.
Manga: Cartoons, comics or sequential art developed in post world war II Japan.
Matrix: A general term used to describe any physical surface from which an image is
printed. A lithography stone, an etching plate, a wooden block are all matrices.
Mozhi: Ink.
Q’i: Life force.
Shan Shui Hua: Mountain water painting, (landscape)
Shien: Double heavy shien is from Guan Shi area of China and is 100% cotton and
acid free. It is good for painting or calligraphy.
Sumi-e: Japanese method of painting with ink in a vibrant and immediate way
(influenced by Zen philosophy) using brush or other applicators.
Solvent transfer: Using photocopies laid facedown onto a support and a solvent
applied to the back of the image under pressure or hand burnishing to achieve a
transfer of the image. Developed by Rauschenberg in the 1970s.
Washi: Japanese papers are known for their traditional production and materials,
Hitachi paper, Kozo paper, and Mulberry paper are papers made from different tree
fibres of Japan.
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Xuan: Chinese paper from Xuancheng near Anhui Province, made from sandalwood
and bamboo pulp. It is soft smooth and white, absorbent and very durable.
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